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The purpose of this thesis is to highlight why construction materials
should be reclaimed and how to reuse them in future architectural
projects, drawing ideas from examples in fashion and existing
buildings. The relationship between architecture and fashion was
studied to explore their close connection and that ideas can be
transferred from one field to another.
The current practices of the building industry are unsustainable
and wasteful: a building is demolished to possibly build a new
one on its place and the materials of the old building are thrown
away, even if they are not at the end of their useful age yet. We
should change this way of thinking and the built-up value and the
aesthetics of used materials should be recognized and appreciated.
Ideas of reclamation were found from examples in existing buildings and fashion through a case study analysis. They were distilled
into categories based on the reclamation techniques to clarify
the differences between different methods. Many lessons can be
learned from the reclamation architecture and fashion examples
to apply to the practices in the field of architecture.
There are still some practical obstacles to overcome, when it
comes to making the practice widespread and mainstream. These
include scaling up the practice of reclamation and managing the
supply and demand, as well as everyone in the building industry
taking equal responsibility to be transparent about their actions
and efforts at sustainability and reclamation.
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CHAPTER 1

introduction
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1.1

Circular economy and waste

Ever since, and leading up to the industrial revolution, nature and the earth have
been seen as something to be conquered
instead of conforming to. The resources of
the planet are seen as endless: something
we can always dig a bit deeper into than
before, to find something useful to us. The
earth is seen as a system that will always
fix itself and our mistakes by regenerating
and absorbing. However, the resources
are not endless, and the planet cannot fix
everything. (Braungart and McDonough,
2009)
In essence, the earth is a closed loop system with limited resources. We cannot find
new (nonrenewable) resources infinitely,
and we also cannot get rid of the materials
we deem as waste; we are merely moving
them from one place to another. Dr. Ryan
Woodard says that the “concept of waste”
was only invented in 1861 in the UK, when
the “plundered resources from the British Empire made the country so resource

wealthy, that it could afford to make bricks
solely out of new material. Up until that
point rubbish was reused whenever possible.” (Baker-Brown, 2017 p. 8)
When it comes to waste, the building industry is one of the biggest culprits. According to Eurostat (2016), in the year 2016 the
construction industry produced 40.9 million
tons of the waste in Europe (this number
does not include major mineral wastes such
as excavated soil). Devlieger (2019 p. 39)
points out that increasingly since the 1930’s
it is more profitable to throw away materials
at the construction site than it is to have
the workers do the labor-intensive work of
salvaging them. This could change soon,
with advancing technology and the fact that
acquiring new materials is getting harder
and especially more expensive (Cheshire,
2016 p. 14).
One of the main ideas of circular economy
is abolishing the idea of waste altogether
9

and treating any surplus or remains as
potential building materials instead, like
we used to, before the industrial revolution
(Baker-Brown, 2017 p. 10-11). When we give
something the label of “waste”, it automatically becomes undesirable even if it was still
fully functional and usable, beautiful even.
These remains and the whole building stock
could instead be seen as a place to demonstrate human curiosity and resourcefulness
through urban mining, which means using
the existing building stock as a resource to
“mine” or reclaim materials from for further
use (Baker-Brown, 2017). We have already
used our share of the resources, and we
have been borrowing from future generations’ “rainy day fund”.
According to Hosey (2012 p. 34), it was
already Henry Ford, who said that waste is
not something that only appears after the
fact. Waste is what is left of the material
after all the decisions and processes are
done to it. Moving forward, it is important to
design in a way that does not create waste
and leftovers in the first place, instead of
optimizing the process of reusing the waste
that could have been avoided altogether

1.2

Cheshire (2016 p. 48) suggests that links
between different industrial sectors can be
created and waste from one could become
a resource for another. We should look
into other fields of design, not only for the
resources, but for inspiration on how to
deal with waste in the first place. A lot of
interdisciplinary knowledge and ideas can
be applied from other fields to enrich and
improve architecture. This is why in this
thesis I draw from the field of fashion to
discuss ideas of reclamation and reuse in
architecture.

fashion and architecture

“The connection between clothing and
shelter dates as far back as the Ice Age,
when people used animal skins to cover
themselves and to fashion exterior walls
for crude structures.” (Hodge, 2006 p. 12)
In a way, architecture can be seen as an
expansion from clothing, born from the
need for more space to comfortably inhabit
between us and the outer garment. This
allows us to free ourselves from carrying all
the protection on our bodies all the time.
See figure 1 for a modern, conceptual interpretation of this.
10

with a different initial design (Braungart and
McDonough, 2009). Ideally the full circular
principles can be applied in the future, but
we are not there yet. We are not working
with a tabula rasa, but tabula plena instead,
which Graeme Brooker explains as working
with what is already there, in-situ, ready to
be reconfigured (Baker-Brown, 2017 p. ix).
There is a lot of cleaning up to do and one
way we can start that is by looking into
the existing building stock and building
materials to find new, creative uses for the
ones that would otherwise be discarded.

FIGURE 1 →
For their Fall 1999 couture collection titled
“Russian doll”, Viktor & Rolf explored the idea
of expansion, layers and space in between the
body and the garments by layering the whole
collection on the model one garment at a time.

FIGURES 2 ↑ and 3 →
Similarities between fashion and architecture
of the 1850’s Europe. The two fields are in a
close relationship and tend to mirror the society
in similar ways.

Both fashion and architecture need to be
functional and aesthetically pleasing. Profoundly, both clothes and buildings shelter
and cover the body from the natural elements around us, but they also offer ways
to express our personal, political, religious
and cultural identities (Hodge, 2006 p. 11).
According to Hodge, fashion and architecture both react to environmental and cultural conditions. In this, we can see similar
themes in the fashion and architecture of
specific times and areas. Hodge mentions
the 1850’s Europe as one example: new
industrial manufacturing processes allowed
lighter, more open steel- structure architecture like the Crystal Palace by Joseph
Paxton (figure 2). The same approach can
also be seen in the women’s clothing of the
era in corsets and crinolines with intricate,
carefully engineered metal hoop systems
(figure 3).
Convergence of architecture and fashion
is that they both fundamentally deal with
anatomy, physiology, scale, proportion and
time (Braddock Clarke, 2018 p. 2). However,
fundamentally fashion and architecture deal
with gravity in different ways: “In fashion
most pieces fall in a downwards direction,
acting with gravity and bearing loads that
12

are usually suspended from shoulders/
waist/hips. –– Buildings, on the other hand,
traditionally have a connection to the verticality of the human stance by constructing upwards.” (Braddock Clarke, 2018 p.
9) Braddock Clarke (2018 p. 18) stresses
that both fields alike need engineering and
structural knowledge – for example beams
inside a wall works similarly to seams in a
garment, bearing the weight and supporting
stress points.
Advances in technology, in terms of architectural drawing software, has allowed
architecture to incorporate techniques and
ideas that have been used in fashion already
for a long time (Hodge, 2006 p. 21), such
as soft organic shapes and flowy-looking
draping. Both fields also borrow a lot from
each other’s vocabularies: often words that
originate from clothes, such as folded and
draped, are used to describe architectural
projects and clothes can be described as
architectural and sculptural. Hodge also
points out that both being two-dimensional
medium transformed into three-dimensional
entity helps the transferability of ideas.
This further encourages the exploration
of reclamation techniques and ideas from
fashion into architecture.

1.3
Just as much as there is a surge of sustainability and notions of reclaiming materials
from obsolete buildings and waste in architecture, the fashion industry is starting to
realize how wasteful and polluting it is as
well. This has led to the surfacing of fashion designers who look into the waste and
surplus of the fashion industry to source
their materials and use them in creative
ways. Inspired by the close relationship of
fashion and architecture, I decided to look
into ideas of reclamation in both fashion
and existing architecture. My main research
question is twofold:
Why should we use reclaimed materials in
architecture, and how to do this?
I explore the question of “why should we
use reclaimed materials in architecture?”
through a literature review and theoretical
comparative research based on literature.
The technical and rational reasons are all
discussed thoroughly in existing literature,
so I choose to look more into the philosophical, aesthetical and design-based reasons
through patina, tectonics, authenticity, history and beauty, which are also aspects of
interest to architects. These aspects are
further analyzed based on the sub-question: “Why should reclaiming materials be
more than just a passing trend and how to
achieve that?” This sub-question concerns
the permanence, relevance and trendiness
of reclaiming materials. It focuses on finding

Topic and research
reasons to make reclaiming a widespread,
mainstream practice, instead of just a passing trend right now, that will be forgotten as
soon as something better comes up.
With the question “how to use reclaimed
materials in architecture?” I want to map out
methods to apply reclaimed materials into
future architectural projects. I explore this
through two further sub-questions: “What
can we learn from existing buildings for
further applications?” and “What can we
learn from other fields, fashion in this case,
for applications to architecture?” I examine
these sub-questions through case studies
of reclamation projects in both fashion and
existing architecture. I distilled the case
studies into categories based on their reclamation techniques. They are then further
discussed, analyzed and compared to find
methods, ideas and techniques to apply into
future architectural projects (see chapter 6).
Finally, the reason why fashion is chosen for
this comparison is that the fields of architecture and fashion have a close interwoven
relationship, which allows for a comprehensive exchange of ideas and methods. The
reason for narrowing the interdisciplinary
comparison to only consist of fashion is due
to the limited scope of this thesis. For future
research art, graphic design and industrial
design, among other fields, should also
be explored for possible applications to
architecture.
13

CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

14

When a building is not seen suitable for its use anymore, it gets either
renovated, demolished or left to ruins. In cases of demolition and
ruins, this leaves behind enormous amounts of construction materials
untapped for their full potential. Demolition scraps everything and
takes it away to be incinerated or recycled (downcycled) and ruination
leaves the elements out for decay on their own. In the future there
might be better ways to deconstruct buildings, parallel practice to
constructing buildings, if we start building according to the circular
principles of cradle-to-cradle and design-for-disassembly (Braungart
and McDonough, 2009). We are not there yet, and that is why it is
time to evaluate and recalibrate our behaviour towards our building
stock on this planet and start looking into the existing for construction materials.
15

TABLE 1 →
What factors can cause different “fates” for
a building.

2.1
It is usually people, not the building itself,
who decide whether a building becomes
obsolete or not (Thomsen and van der Flier,
2011). When a building is demolished or
left to ruins, the reason is rarely the actual
end of the useful age for the structure.
The reason is more likely to be related to
changing land value (the building does not
bring the highest possible value for the land
anymore), lack of suitability of the building for current function of use or lack of
maintenance of non-structural elements.
(O’Connor, 2004; Cheshire, 2016)
Gorgolewski (2018) lists the following
causes as other reasons for building obsolescence: “physical, economic, financial,
functional, location, environmental, political, market and fashion”. Thomsen and van
der Flier (2011 p. 355) further specify the
reasons to be one or some of the following
on a matrix (figure 4) between endogenous
to exogenous and physical to behavioural:
maltreatment, misuse, overload, occupant
behaviour, social depravation, shrinking
demand, competitive options, ageing, wear,
weathering, poor design, poor construction,
poor maintenance, poor management, negative impact of surroundings such as traffic,
and government regulations such as taxing
and other political factors. Ultimately, all of
these multifaceted and complexly overlapping reasons still boil down to the building
not being functionally or economically suitable anymore in its current use figure 4).
16

Obsolescence
Other kinds of destruction, apart from plain
abandonment, can also make ruins. Wars
and other conflicts, fires and natural disasters are all historically common reasons for
a building to become a ruin. Just as much
as the previously mentioned non-destructive reasons, these still result from human
actions. Each ruin has its own unique story
about abandonment and mistreatment.
The word ruin was deliberately used in
relation to any abandoned building; this
is both to simplify the language as well as
make the reader evaluate their relationship
to abandonment and obsolescence. Ruins
in a modern context are not only historic,
valuable relics, they are created every day
and for many reasons. Corbellini (2011 p.
77) references Marc Augé’s suggestion of
history no longer actually having time to
produce ruins in its original meaning, just
an increasing quantity of waste, due to
demolition, land clearance and redevelopment. According to Augé, this waste will
eventually form both the context and the
materials of contemporary architecture, not
unspoiled surroundings and virgin materials.
The different ways to treat an existing
building are categorized in the following
table 1. The categories are conservation,
renovation, ruins, demolition and deconstruction. The table looks at what happens
to the building in different categories and
how it is valued. Renovation differs from

Reutilized

Left to ruins

Demolished

Deconstructed (vs
constructed)

RENOVATION

RUINS

DEMOLITION

DECONSTRUCTION

(already, but even
more in the future)

Conserved

CONSERVATION

What happens
to the existing
when it’s no
longer useful?

Yes

Maybe

Yes

Maybe

Maybe

Period of
obsolescence?

High / Accurate - >
building might be less
valuable than land, but
the materials are still
seen as worthy enough to
deconstruct (vs demolish)

High -> building is less
valuable than the land
-> it is more profitable to
construct a new building

Accurate -> land and
building are equally
invaluable -> nothing
happens, building stays

Low / Accurate -> building is more valuable when
restored than demolished
and rebuilt

Not decisive

Value of land compared
to building? (prerequisite
for the action to happen)

Frankensteins
(larger pieces,
elements can be
used in different
uses)

Frankensteins
(small pieces,
particles can be
used in different
uses)

Revives

Restores

Restores

What does
reclaiming do to
the pre- existing?

Good

Declined,
small pieces

Declined

Good

Not decisive

State of
existing
before
reclaiming?

None, expect in
larger pieces,
elements

None, except in
pieces, particles

Some, and the
decision of what
stays might not
be deliberate

A lot, it gets
reconfigured

Everything

How much of the
existing remains
on the site?

Low

Low

Varies

Varies

High

Perceived
architectural or
cultural value
of the existing /
remaining?

FIGURE 4 ↓
Reasons for obsolescence.

Property

PHYSICAL
Building obsolescence by:

Location obsolescence by:

• Ageing, wear,
weathering, fatigue.

• Impact on nearby
construction, traffic,
seismic activity etc.

• Poor
design/construction/
maintenance
management.

• Government regulation,
taxation, rising
standards, technology.

EXOGENOUS

ENDOGENOUS
Building obsolescence by:

Location obsolescence by:

• Maltreatment, misuse,
overload.

• Filtering, social
depravation, criminality,
urban blight.

• Changed functions, use,
occupant behaviour.

• Shrinking demand,
competitive options,
technology, fashion.

BEHAVIOURAL

the rest: the existing is utilized most parts
and almost right away. The existing usually
gets restored instead of revived.
The current concept of architectural obsolescence is said to be evolved in the early
20th century, when the US capitalist real
estate market models were adopted worldwide (Abramson, 2016 p. 12). Compared
to many others, architecture as a design
field is regarded “immobile, long lasting
and capital-intensive” (Thomsen and van
der Flier, 2011 p. 353). Everything happens
18

Complexity

a bit slower and everything is a bit bigger, more expensive and more difficult to
change compared to other fields. That is
why designed-in obsolescence is not as
common, easy or as fast paced in architecture as it is in some other fields, such
as fashion and small technology.
A lot of the designed–in obsolescence
appeals to the vanity of the people through
marketing, but it also hinges on things not
working properly anymore or simply an
even better, faster model coming to the

FIGURE 5 ↓
Graph of the shearing layers of a building.

market the next year, rendering the previous model less desirable in comparison
(Hosey, 2012 p. 98). According to Stewart
Brand (1995), different shearing layers have
different lifespans (see figure 5 below), at
which they reach their actual technical and
physical obsolescence. The deeper we dig
into the layers, the harder designed–in
obsolescence gets. Not many people are
aware or simply care that much about the
inner workings of a building, such as the
plumbing (services). You only pay attention to them when they stop working and

getting them renewed are only seen as an
inconvenience, not something exciting and
enviable. Or maybe no one simply has come
up with the Apple of plumbing yet, making
people want to get new pipes every year.
However, the more superficial layers, such
as ‘stuff’, are more prone to designed-in
obsolescence, as they are more visible and
more tangibly present in our everyday life.
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2.2
Trends still exist in architecture, even if
they change slower than in fashion. There
are faster trends that might only affect
small parts of the interior style, and more
long-lasting, slower trends of certain times
or areas that eventually can be seen to form
into their unique architectural styles. Looking at Brand’s (1995) shearing layers of a
building (figure 5), the shorter the lifespan
in which they can be changed, the more
prone they are to cyclical and fast paced
trends similar to fashion. For example,
‘stuff’, which includes all kinds of furniture
and other easily moved around interior elements, can change at a really fast pace. Just
as there are autumn/winter and spring/summer collections in fashion, interior design
trends related to ‘stuff’ change seasonally.
This is evident in the enormous amount of
interior design magazines, blogs, websites
and tv-shows that rival the scope of fashion
media. According to Abramson (2016 p. 14)
the pace of changing trends also depends
on the function of the building. Hotels, more
than banks, for example, are seen as vulnerable for changing trends.
If newness and change are the only valuable
things in a design aesthetically, then there
will always be another new to take over (Hill,
2011 p. 35). Simply following an aesthetic
trend without any regard for the context and
functionality of the project does not make
it successful, because there will always
be the next aesthetic trend to take over.
There are more factors to a design’s success
20

Trends
besides trendiness and beauty: a successful
design has something deeper in it as well
to make it useful and appropriate – even
beautiful – even if aesthetically it might
not follow the latest trend. Longevity is
one of the main factors of sustainability: if
something, whatever that is, is used for a
long time it most likely is more sustainable
than something that is thrown away almost
immediately only because it is not trendy
or cannot be adapted anymore.
It is concerning that the current attention towards sustainable architecture and
reclaiming building materials could be
just a passing trend. ‘Craft’, i.e. appreciation for handiwork and everything visibly
and authentically human-made, has had
periodic revivals ever since the industrial
revolution (Rossi, 2017), usually following
an era of alienation and economic crisis.
Right now, we are living in the era of strong
emotion-based opinions, social media and
environmental anxiety, in the aftermaths of
the 2008 economic crisis. This uneasiness
has made many people look into history,
craft, heritage and artisanality in search of
the human care we’ve come to associate
with these things (Jacob, 2017).
The previous craft revivals faded away and
did not manage to stay relevant next to
technological advantages. The opposing
force to industrial revolution, the Arts &
Crafts Movement at the turn of the 20th
century failed because of its elitism, the

cost of workshop production and the inevitable changing priorities of design and
manufacturing (Rossi, 2017). Another resurgence of craft in the 1970’s was sparked by
the economic crisis and the environmental
and feminist movements (Rossi, 2017) and
it ended because of the shifting priorities,
economic recovery and technological
advances In the 1980’s.
With this new revival, we can assess the
mistakes of the previous installments, learn
from them and make sustainability and
reclaiming actual widespread practices.

2.3
By design, people are resourceful and
adaptable. As a species, we have achieved
so much and in such creative ways: from
inventing how to make fire, through mining metals from the ground to launching
spaceships beyond our planet. Advances
in history have happened because of newly
available technology and knowledge. Adoption of steel tools over copper tools was
done because the advancing metallurgy
made it possible to achieve high enough
working temperatures to work steel. Steel
was already more easily available than copper and it made for stronger tools. The aim
in the industrial revolution was to gather
and produce more of everything, faster and
more efficiently.
Evolution is about creating more diversity.
Right now, however, we are living in an era
of devolution. We took a wrong turn from
the ideals of modernism and international
style to create an equal, hygienic living environment for everyone. The emphasis was
on stripping away from the unnecessary

The practice can, and should, be human,
but we should not resist the new technologies and digital advances with the excuse
of finding ‘authenticity’. Sustainability, ‘craft’
and reclaiming building materials need to
move past being a trendy phase or subculture and become mainstream – the new
norm. Jacob (2017) suggests the idea of
nu-craft. This means harnessing the conceptual intelligence, political agency and
social possibilities of craft and reclamation
(Jacob, 2017). We should utilize the newest
technologies, ingenuity and knowledge
with the existing materials and resources.

Evolution
ornate and lavish lifestyle of the rich as
well as improving the dirty and unhealthy
environment of the poor, to unite us in the
fellowship of people: we are all the same
species. Instead, we developed cheap, easy
and fast universal solutions for our building
environment that can be applied anywhere
in the world, with very little regard for the
context, surroundings or location (figures
6 and 7). (Braungart and McDonough, 2009
p. 28-29)
We could actually utilize the vanity and
other unpleasant traits of people in an
attempt to save the resources and reclaim
building materials. We want something oneof-a-kind, but at the same time something
that is still familiarly similar and makes us
fit in with others. As Braungart and McDonough (2009 p. 102-103) so aptly put it, “We
enjoy the idea of ourselves as powerful,
unique individuals; and we like to buy things
that are brand-new, made on materials that
are “virgin”. –– “This virgin product is mine,
for the very first time. When I am finished
21

FIGURES 6 ← and 7 ↑
Ideals of modernism by Le Corbusier to the
execution for the masses.

with it (special, unique person that I am),
everyone is. It is history.” Instead of just
the superficial, invasive and conquering
ideals of being the first one and being able
to discard the item after we are done with
it, we should shift the thinking to a deeper
level of uniqueness. Reclaiming can be seen
as the perfect solution for this. Reclaimed
pieces are truly one-of-a-kind, through their
individual signs of use and lived life. We can
still apply familiar and safe design solutions
and patterns to them that make the designs
fit into those of people around us, while
retaining the coveted uniqueness.

this as liberating and inspiring, instead of
something to dread and be anxious over.

We can also create new design solutions,
only made possible by the qualities of the
materials. In evolution things get obsolete
and removed, because they are not necessary anymore. Over time, even in our
bodies, a lot of things have been rendered
unnecessary: they are called vestigial structures and some examples are the appendix
and body hair. Design could also become
more streamlined and different in ways we
cannot even imagine yet. We should see

With digging into the existing building stock
for reclaimed materials, we can improve
them and raise the value of the materials
in new, better, designs. When something is
improved, no one misses the original. What
Hill (2011 p. 40) hopes from “sustainable
architecture, or more properly its poetic
aspect, is the capacity to reveal the unsustainable ground of our world and architecture’s role within it.” With this he refers to
the waste and all the widely used, currently

22

One example of human ingenuity is the
campus of University of Virginia, designed
by Thomas Jefferson, where the limited
resources guided the design project. The
sinuous wall (figure 8) actually saves 40
% materials, compared to a linear one, as
it can be built stable with only one layer
of bricks and it supports itself against the
lateral forces, whereas a straight wall built
with only one layer of bricks would topple
over. (Hosey, 2012 p. 137)

common unsustainable practices. The previous mistakes should not be hidden,
because they are also part of the history.
Architecture and built environment should
bring light to these issues to grow from
them and to use the untapped potential
there is in the building stock.

FIGURE 8 ↑
Sinuous wall designed by Thomas Jefferson
on the University of Virginia campus is a great
example of ingenious design saving resources
and creating a new shape.

Generally, for something to become widespread and a common practice, it needs to
be beneficial for people on every level. The
end users are usually the least important
beneficiaries, after the people who can
exploit it and gain most from it for themselves. A question arises: what is the aim
now? What is the incentive in reclaiming
materials? In a way, it is simple and idealistic: we want to have and leave a habitable
planet for the future generations. At least
habitable. That should be incentive enough.
Recently, however, it is painstakingly obvious that it is not. Sassi (2009 p. 4) points
out that changes in attitudes are historically
slow: usually it is a legislative push that
is needed to finally make the adoption of
environmental practices happen.
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CHAPTER 3

Reclamation and
urban mining
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In this chapter I will further analyze the benefits of urban mining
and reclaiming materials in general. Gorgolewski (2018) lists the five
following motivations for reusing building materials or components
in the contemporary context: aesthetic/design opportunities, environmental motivation, resource conservation, economic motivations
and social motivations. Usually these intentions accumulate and have
a compounding effect when reasoning and justifying the project. They
all work towards a more sustainable building environment.
Aesthetic/design reasons focus on the idea of turning the limited
availability of components into an inspiration and starting point for
the design. Environmental motivations stem from the will to reduce
the impacts of climate change, including waste management and
emissions. Resource conservation emphasizes the importance of
realizing the limited
resources on this planet and acting accordingly by reducing the stress
that material excavation creates. Economic motivation notices how
reclaiming materials would improve both local supply of resources and
local employment. Social motivations focus on the idea of developing
construction skills within the community in a respectful and mindful
manner. (Gorgolewski, 2018)
I would further divide them roughly into two categories: quantitative
motivations (environmental, resource conservation and economic)
and qualitative motivations (aesthetic/design and social). Quantitative
motivations can be quite easily measured. Emissions of materials,
carbon footprint, amount of waste, resource use and cost can all be
observed and quantified with well-known existing parameters and
scales to get comparable results. Qualitative motivations, however,
are harder to measure, and therefore also more interesting to debate
and examine. These consist, but are not limited to aesthetics, history
and location.
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All previously mentioned motivations, both qualitative and quantitative,
consider the issue from the Western, developed and contemporary
point of view, though. It can be argued that necessity should be
added as a third major motivation for reclaiming. Historically, and still
to this day in developing countries, it is common to scavenge used
items and waste materials to utilize in dwellings and other structures
(Gorgolewski, 2018).

3.1

Quantitative motivations

Deconstruction methods have become faster and more destructive over time. Currently, it is often safer, cheaper, faster,
healthier and more effective to mechanically demolish a building compared to
carefully deconstructing it and salvaging
the materials for further use. Demolition
requires less manpower and time: this puts
less people in danger for shorter amount
of time. (Cheshire, 2016 p. 25-26) This also
makes it cheaper, as according to Braungart and McDonough (2009 p. 21), human
work hours are often the most expensive
component in a project, compared to the
materials. On the other hand, demolition
is louder and more disruptive than deconstruction. According to Cheshire (2016 p.
26), deconstruction is still carried out when
more time and budget are allotted in refurbishment projects and when demolition
could harm the surrounding structures or
bother the neighbors.
Demolition effectively reduces the value
of the elements. This value includes resale,
reuse and recycling. Even at the best case of
the materials getting recycled (downcycled)
in generic fractions (wood, glass, metal
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and so on), they usually end up becoming
lesser byproducts and filler material (Devlieger, 2019 p. 37). Reclaiming retains the
value of the materials of the elements. A
lot of the savings achieved with demolition and generic recycling can be directed
differently, and then reclaiming is not that
expensive anymore in comparison, because
eventually you get a lot of the value back.
It is just not instant gratification.
Reclaiming materials can positively affect
the local economies, as new materials do
not need to be transported in from far away
with a lot of effort and resources. Instead
the effort can be directed towards sourcing
local, already existing elements and structures and using local employment to make
it happen. Reclamation can also create fully
new economic models that cannot be predicted yet. (Gorgolewski, 2018)
Environmentally, manufacturing and processing a new element has massively bigger
carbon footprint and the amount of emissions released to air and water, compared
to that of a reclaimed element (Cheshire,
2016 p. 9). Often a new element is cultivated

and developed, just for it to match a lot of
the qualities the existing element already
had. The more times an element is reused,
the smaller its environmental impacts get
(Gorgolewski, 2018). Reclaiming an element also effectively reduces the amount
of waste materials to deal with and through
that saves on resources to process said
waste (Devlieger, 2019 p. 39).
It is getting harder and harder to excavate
virgin materials, because we have already
used up the best, richest deposits. This
is draining for the earth, as the excavations now take larger areas to extract a

3.2

smaller amount of material than before.
The methods used are more destructive and
require more energy and other resources.
(Cheshire, 2016 p. 14) Reclamation provides
relief to this practice, as the materials are
gathered from the existing building stock
instead of the earth.
Making deconstruction and reclamation of
materials worthwhile requires a shift in our
thinking. The disassembly of the building
should be seen as the reverse action to constructing a building: careful deconstruction,
‘unbuilding’ instead of demolition (Devlieger, 2019 p. 37).

Qualitative motivations

Qualitative motivations observe the reasons
for reclaiming from the point of view of
aesthetics and social aspects. Aesthetics
are often considered “luxurious at best,
superficial at least and harmful at worst.”
(Hosey, 2012 p. 27) According to Hosey (2012
p. 121), that could not be further away from
the truth. He points out that “since our first
and often lasting impression of something
comes from its looks, style is not shallow.”
We make judgements about everything
we see, and beauty is not only pursued
after we have fulfilled the “more important”
needs, according to Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs (Hosey 2012 p. 22). Virginia Postrel
points out that decorations, rituals and personal adornment are used to enrich the
lives and surroundings of those to whom
better health and better housing might be
unaffordable and unattainable and that
“artifacts do not reflect societies focused
only on ‘lower order’ needs. Aesthetics is
not a luxury, but a universal human desire.”
(Postrel, 2004)
There is beauty and value in reclaimed
elements and their signs of attrition. They
can be assessed through appreciation of

FIGURE 9 ↑
Patina and textures of different stages of decay
in Vanha Rauma, Szentendre, Rotermann in
Tallinn and Kerepesi in Budapest.
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their patina as a sign of passing time as
well as proof of history. Uneven textures,
cracks, scratches, and other unpredictable
and uncontrollable traces in the material
indicate the otherwise difficultly perceivable passing of time in a tangible and visual
way (figure 9). The desirable connotations
are fortified when patina is viewed as a
visual “finishing touch of time and nature
of human creations”, a sign of authenticity
and honesty. (Kalakoski, 2016 p. 30)
Patina creates a bond of collective memory about the building fitting into its local
surroundings contextually and historically.
The use of reclaimed elements and their
patina create a grounded continuum with
the cultural and environmental context of
the designed space even for a new building (Kozminska 2019 p. 425). Georg Simmel (according to Kalakoski, 2016 p. 35)
points out that old buildings always seem
to belong to their surrounding environment
because through the process of time the
tones of colors become more and more similar. The existing building materials already
have this quality and they could be used
to create a harmonious built environment
where appropriateness, local identity and
local techniques are combined with historically local, existing materials.
Use of reclaimed materials appeals to our
need for belonging in the concrete historical, built continuum, but also in the social,
human continuum. Reclaimed elements can
help us connect to our roots and ancestry.
In these pieces we can tangibly see and feel
the people who have used them before us.
This can offer a nostalgic sense of belonging. It also assures us about the safety and
permanence of the world and the rationality
of our lives in this continuum (Kalakoski,
2016 p. 32).
When it comes to holistically analyzing
architecture on a deeper level and forming memories and lasting relationships, all
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senses are important and together they create the strongest and dearest connections.
(Hosey, 2012 p. 65) Kozminska (2019, p. 420)
argues that the use of construction waste
in a project adds authenticity and enriches
sensual perception of created space. There
is a vast difference, for instance, between
how old oak floorboards feel and what kind
of atmosphere they create compared to a
plastic mat flooring. Aspects of this kind
of sensory richness can only be built over
time (Kalakoski, 2016 p. 36). The existing
building materials already have this quality,
and that is why it is especially wasteful to
throw away pieces that have gathered this
kind of embedded nostalgia already.
Depending on the perceived value of the
reclaimed element, the reception and attraction towards them can vary a lot. For
example, a Victorian fireplace will most
likely be resold at a respectable price, while
a generic modern sink might be difficult
to resell at all. Often, the signs of use on
more modern elements might not be seen
as interesting or desirable, just off-putting
and questionable (Sassi, 2009). It is pointed
out that the significance of patina is culturally constructed: it is created by the
society attaching meanings to it (Rahola,
2007 according to Kalakoski, 2016 p. 29).
Kalakoski (2009 p. 36) suggests that distance and passing time help us accept and
appreciate patina. She also points out that
modernism and later styles still seem to be
too recent for today’s architects stylistically
and historically.
Beauty, however, can come from other factors than just aesthetics and visuals or even
existing standards of what is appreciated.
Kozminska (2019 p. 422-423) expands the
definition of beauty to include ethics: in the
current situation waste-reducing solutions
and being pro-environmental can actually
be seen as beautiful. She also points out
that appropriate context and use of materials, proper research and knowledge- and

value- based analysis all affect the beauty of
a building; they all factor towards a holistic,
grounded view of beauty. With this view,
reclamation of generic, used, bulk-produced elements can also be beautiful.
The balance between reclaimed aesthetic
and “clean” aesthetic can be difficult to find
to ensure that the project is still desirable
(figure 10). Paint and other finishes are the
cheapest and easiest thing to change in a
project. The possibility to reapply a finish to
a product to be reused or otherwise make it
seem “new” might make it more desirable
in cases where the patina and signs of use
are not seen beneficial or valuable (Sassi,
2009). Kalakoski (2016 p. 36) further argues
that “patina can be valuable and still be
removed occasionally” to make sure the
materials do not get damaged. She stresses
that the surfaces can take on a valuable patina in between the operations, thus making
the process of forming patina more cyclical.

previous functions can give meaningful,
inspired aesthetic to the object in the new
function through the necessary design
gestures and traits of the previous use.
Kozminska (2019 p. 422) emphasizes the
importance of rethinking the design process
when it comes to working with reclaimed
building materials: it should start from the
materials and their properties, aesthetics, structure and optimal ways of using.
Pallasmaa (2012 p. 87) points out that “the
buildings of our own time may arouse our
curiosity with their daring or inventiveness,
but they give us little sense of the meaning
of our world or our existence.” Reclaimed
materials offer the best of both scenarios,
as they bring in the meaning and context
of the old with today’s new, daring and
inventive strategies. Through mixing with
history, we can create timeless buildings,
free from styles and therefore free from
getting aesthetically outdated. Buildings
can become aesthetically layered and lose
their tie to a specific time era.

Detaching something from its usual context
and use opens it up for free imagination,
like can be seen in figure 11. When utilizing architectural elements in new uses,

FIGURE 10 ↓

FIGURE 11 ↓

The patina of the reclaimed materials of the
exterior does not carry out to the interior of
Villa Welpeloo.

Dismantled staircase railing by Rotor, seeing
it detached from its original context it opens
itself up for new inspired uses: it could be a
sunshade, partition wall, and so on.
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FIGURE 12 →
Spolia in the wall of a Byzantine fort on the
Thessaloniki acropolis.

3.3

Necessary motivations

Reclaiming previously used building materials into new buildings is not a new idea that
only sparked from the recent emergence
of circular economy. Historically and still
to this day, necessity is the third driving
motivation to reclaim building elements
or other pieces. This is partly because of
economic reasons and partly because of, or
thanks to, resource accessibility. These two
combined – lack of funds to access virgin
materials and readily available resources
in the form of others’ waste and scraps –
create an approach that is uniquely human
and primal.
The practice of repurposing old building
materials dates as far back as the Roman
empire and is nowadays known by the term
“spolia”. For Romans, however, spolia meant
any kind of war booty. In the 16th century,
when Roman aesthetics were widely appropriated, the term got elevated to signify
glorious Roman artefacts repurposed in
buildings. (Borg, 2019) See figure 12 for an
example.
When transport was expensive and required
a lot of human and animal effort, reclaiming
things from one’s surroundings made sense
(Devlieger, 2019 p. 37). Past societies had
an infrastructure for salvaging materials and
facilitating reclaiming. This was created by
rag pickers and junk collectors, who went
around scavenging and sourcing for materials. In developing countries, this practice is
still quite common and part of the recycling
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infrastructure. Recently, a national award
and a sizable cash award was given out
to the three best rag pickers in India (PTI,
2015). This highlights the importance and
the status rag pickers have: sometimes
the informal operators can work in a more
flexible way than rigid, bureaucratic state
departments.
In another example, Hosey (2012 p. 165)
suggests that favelas can actually have
something very deep and intuitive about
their design, which show more promise for
longevity than many planned communities.
They are built by the people, with human
scale, human intuition and human ingenuity
instead of by a city planner, with decisive
strokes and idealistic theories, and who
might not even have set foot on the area
they are zoning. The materials used are
often reclaimed and whatever is available
is taken and utilized in a creative way.
Developed countries should also add necessity on their agenda of reasons for reclamation, next to quantitative and qualitative
reasons. Developed countries are starting
to face the consequences of a reckless use
of resources at a similar or larger scale, and
it is important to start reclaiming materials from the vast existing building stock. It
could even be turned around: in this case
the developing countries are further ahead
than the supposedly developed countries,
which do not yet utilize all the available
resources as much as possible.

CHAPTER 4

Reclaiming
buildings,
building parts
and borrowed
elements
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In this section I examine the ways of reclaiming in existing architectural
projects and what to learn from them for further application. I chose
mostly exemplary, high quality projects, where the signs of reuse
and the narratives of previous uses are clearly visible and detectible
from just seeing the building. For this thesis these projects can be
categorized under the term RE:architecture, which is derived from
reuse of materials and reclaimed architecture. I excluded pavilions
and other temporary designs, as I wanted to focus on longer lifespans
and permanent solutions – or as permanent as buildings can be. The
full list of the case studies is given in Appendix A.
There are three main methods that have different ways to approach
RE:architecture. Either a building or individual building parts are
reclaimed, or the materials are reclaimed from outside of building
industry and construction altogether. The category of building includes
the techniques of ruins, excavation as well as addition and subtraction.
The category of building parts includes the techniques of elements,
particles and collage. The third category is borrowing, which includes
using materials outside of traditional construction materials, with
many different techniques. They are further explained in the following chapters. The categories were determined for this thesis by first
sourcing examples, examining them and then finding commonalities
between different projects and their ways of reclaiming.
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4.1

4.1.1

Building

Ruins

The category of Ruins refers to using ruins
(see chapter 2.1 about the use of the word
ruin) or other existing structures as parts of
a new building. The ruin is used “as found”
and the new structures are built on top of it
or around it in a way that engages the ruins.
This practice is heavily location-based, as
the ruins have to pre-exist on the site for
this to be applicable.
An exemplary case of reclaiming ruins is
the Kolumba Museum by Peter Zumthor in
Cologne (figure 13). Zumthor used the ruins
of a late-Gothic church and a modernist
chapel, built among the ruins in 1949, as a
starting point and base for the new museum
building. The new wall structures are built
directly on top of the ruins, merging the
new and old into an inseparable entity. The
1949 chapel is also engulfed within the new
building, with only its entrance visible to the
exterior, as part of the new façade.

The Church of Saint Kolumba (figure 14)
used to be the biggest parish and church
in the city of Cologne, all the way up until
the 1943 bombings in World War II. The
late-Gothic church was severely damaged
and left in ruins, as can be seen in figure 15.
Only parts of the exterior walls, the stump
of a tower and the figure of Madonna on
a northeast pillar of the nave remained
intact. (Mutuli, 2017; Hybel, 2013) In 1949,
a small chapel was built among the ruins by
local architect Gottfried Böhm. Other than
that, the ruins remained untouched. In 1973
Roman, Gothic and medieval ruins were
discovered from the site and it reached
a higher status as a historical site. Peter
Zumthor won the competition to design
the new Diocesan museum in 1997 and it
was finished in 2007. Zumthor’s proposal
approached the conservation of the ruins
and the archeological site very carefully. He
did not want to impact the site’s symbol as
a historical monument. (Mutuli, 2017)
Ruins and layers from different ages are
treated differently by Zumthor. The ruins
of the late-Gothic church are treated as
an active, working parts of the building,
whereas the ruins from earlier times are
treated as archeological artifacts, only to

FIGURE 13 ←
Kolumba Museum in Cologne.
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FIGURES 14 and 15 ↑

FIGURE 16 ↑

The church of Saint Columba before and after
the World War II bombings.

The treatment of ruins from different eras. The
late-Gothic church ruins are adopted as an
integral part of the new architecture, while the
earlier Roman and Medieval ruins are treated as
archeological artifacts. The winding path above
the older ruins ensures that there is minimal
impact done by the visitors.

FIGURE 17 ←
Details of the joinery between old and new.

be observed from above, like seen in figure
16. This is reasonable, for the function of the
building as a museum, but required evaluating of what is acceptable to still include in
a new design and what should be left alone
as a historic structure. This should always
be evaluated case-by- case and universal
rating system cannot be applied.
In a project like this, the most important
part is the connection of the old and new.
Mutuli (2017) applauds Zumthor for his
approach of silent materiality. The use of
simple material and color in the new structures allows the old structures to stand out
on their own, with their visible lived life and
more varied textures and patterns, while
still forming a connected entity. The different layers of time are celebrated, and they

are joined together in exemplary harmony.
This can be seen in figure 17.
Filling in the window openings of the church
ruin with brick creates another level of intervention. With this gesture the previously
open becomes closed, affecting the original
on a deeper level. The building is introverted, compared to the obviously open
nature of ruins. This creates a unique atmosphere inside the building: “As you stand
amidst the room with all layers of history
exposed, protected by the outer walls that
gently wraps everything together, there is
a serene calmness and odd timelessness.”
(Hybel, 2013)
Zumthor said at the museum’s opening:
“Here you feel that the project was started
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FIGURE 18 ↓

FIGURE 19 ↓

Astley Castle.

Scale model to show the relationship of ruins,
new brick structures and new timber structures.

from the inside, from the art and from the
place.” The salience of the place is at the
essence of reclaiming ruins. That is both the
beauty and the problem of incorporating
ruins in a design. They are always deeply
connected and rooted to the place, both
spiritually and physically. Ruins cannot be
moved to another location without altering
their essence and losing the sense of place.

Trust arranged an architecture competition, won by Witherford Watson Mann, to
stabilize and resurrect the ruin. (Rykwert,
2012; Witherford, Watson and Mann, 2012)

Another exemplary case of using ruins as
part of a new building is the Astley Castle
in North Warwickshire, England by Witherford, Mann & Watson (figure 18). They
reclaimed the ruins of a Medieval castle.
After being continuously inhabited for eight
centuries, though gradually getting more
and more derelict and less and less glamorous, a fire in 1978 destroyed the little that
was left of the castle’s previous glory. The
fire left the castle in ruins, vulnerable and
exposed to the weather. After 30 years of
letting the elements perform their wear
and destruction on the ruins, the Landmark
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Ruins of the Medieval castle and the succeeding additions were carefully incorporated into the new design (figure 19).
The architects decided to create a new
layered entity that acknowledges every
historical stage, instead of partial restoration or inserting a new, detached structure
(Rykwert, 2012). In cases of reclamation it
is always an important step to structurally
evaluate the state of the existing and its
suitability for further construction. The
architects had to carefully analyze how
much of the ruins could act as structural
base and how much stabilizing they needed
in order to support the new structures.
When working this closely with the existing,
the joining of the old and new becomes the
most important case to solve. “Witherford

FIGURE 20 ↑
Sketches and work drawings done by the architects at different stages.

FIGURE 21 →
The South court with a dining table, exterior
space with spatial interior qualities.

Watson Mann have been gentle surgeons,
saving the essential, eliminating the incidental. What they have done cannot aim at
perfection, yet it is exemplary.” (Rykwert,
2012) Compared to Zumthor’s approach that
engulfs and takes over the ruins, making
them submit to the new, strong, architecture, in Astley Castle the approach is the
opposite. The ruins have the stronger hand
and seniority and the new architecture is
submissive to them, but still equal part of
the entity all the same. Both approaches are
equally valid, because they are best suitable
for their respective projects.
Moore (2012) points out that ”Astley was
never the most exquisite or venerable of relics, and an expert declared that, in its postfire state, "no single element can be felt to
be a truly exceptional example of its kind".
This assessment makes the ruin a lot easier
to work with in more creative and even
invasive ways than some grander, more
historically significant places. The patina,

textures and the history can be appreciated
all the same and they are valuable attributes
on their own accord. With modern addition
layers, it becomes an evolved place with
value it did not possess before.
”We haven’t restored it, nor left it as a broken, romantic relic. We re-established a
kind of wholeness, making it stable, binding it together; but we retained a feeling
of incompleteness, leaving it porous, its
wounds still open. We pieced in new walls,
lintels and roofs to buttress and tie the remnants. The fifteenth and seventeenth century rooms are left as open courts, rooms
with ‘a fresco of clouds on their ceiling’.”
(Witherford, Watson and Mann, 2012) The
incompleteness and consideration for the
continuum are delightful. The architects
have left the options open for even future
attempts and additions, truly making it part
of the historical continuum that does not
manifest itself as the final conclusion of
architecture on the site.
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4.1.2

Excavation

Excavation punctures the existing to create
new, inspired shapes and spaces within the
old structures. In a way, it is in the same
vein as ruins, but the intervention is more
premeditated and, in many cases, more
extreme. For excavators, the existing is not
only seen as a passive starting point but
something that should be bravely reconfigured and exposed. This approach works
for cases, where the existing does not have
high architectural or cultural value but has
interesting shapes or other potential that
can be exposed through excavation.
An exemplary case of excavation is the Zeitz
Museum of Contemporary Art Africa by
Heatherwick Studios (figure 23), excavated
into an existing silo complex. The Grain
Silo Complex was built in 1921, to the Victoria & Alfred Waterfront in Cape Town.
The building consists of two main parts: a
grading tower and a tightly packed block of
42 silos, used to store maize. The complex
was decommissioned in 2001, when containerized shipping became more and more
widely used. Finally, in 2013 a development
plan for the area, including the silos, was
announced. Thomas Heatherwick was chosen to plan a museum there and the project
finished in 2017. (Barasch, 2019 p. 108)
A part of the silos was excavated to create
the large central atrium space. The shape
of the excavation is said to be based on
the shape of a single grain of corn, to give
a nod to the original use of the building.
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FIGURES 22 and 23 ↑
The Zeitz MOCAA (grain silos) before and after
the intervention by Heatherwick Studio.

This creates the signature central space of
the whole museum. (Barasch, 2019 p. 108)
It is more acceptable to use interventions
with stronger, more extreme architectural
language in cases that are unassuming on
their expression before the reclamation.
When the existing structures are standard
and created with common techniques and
style and therefore do not have intrinsic,
unique value, they can be experimented
with more freely.

FIGURE 24 ↑
The main space of the museum is created by
excavating the grain silos.

FIGURE 25 ↑
The process of executing the excavation of
the atrium.

Another type of excavation was done in
the higher floors of the grading tower.
Only the necessary parts of the structural
frame were saved, and the rest of the walls
were removed and replaced with kaleidoscopic windows. The previously closed wall
becomes bright window surface and offer
views from the boutique hotel set there.
It is truly fascinating what kind of shapes
and space can be created with the simple
act of cutting into a block of cylindrical concrete silos. Previously they were quite unassuming and had no architectural or spatial
quality, as they were only used as storage
of corn, but now they are reinvented as
the centerpiece of the building. In theory
it is such a small and elegant gesture, but
in reality, it of course requires a lot of work
and planning, as can be seen in the graph
presented in figure 25. The silo tubes had
to be enforced and sleeved with a 200 mm
thick layer of concrete. Total of 8500 m3
concrete went into this (Berlanda, 2018).
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Supposedly the architect was very focused
on people actually entering the building,
instead of just having their photo taken
outside the building (Berlanda, 2018). The
highly visual and spatial changes done
inside are inconspicuous when observing
the building from outside, apart from the
kaleidoscopic windows on the upper floors.
The architect succeeded in his goal: the
wow-factor, and the place where people
take their photos is indeed indoors (figure
24).

FIGURE 26 ↓
An example of facadism. CSAV Headquarters
in Valparaíso, Chile.

Distinguishably, compared to ruins, excavation relies on the deliberate decisions of
the designers to determine what remains.
We need to be mindful with this type of
responsibility to make sure that the excavations are based on sound justifications,
although it is not always up to the architect
to decide what remains. There are many
tragic cases of facadism, where only the
protected façade is left standing from an
old building, and it is backed up with a completely new, separate structure that does
not involve or respect the old façade in any
way (figure 26). At that point the architect
should think if there really is not anything
else that can be saved from the building,
apart from what they are obliged to.

4.1.3

Addition and subtraction

Addition and subtraction treats the existing
in the most delicate and challenging way
out of all the approaches. It does not only
subtract – or excavate – to make space
for new. The new additions are carefully
considered to weave a coherent entity. As
opposed to excavation, the approach of
subtraction is less extreme and usually done
to places with more valuable history, where
intrusive and ostentatious interventions
might degrade the overall architectural
impact.
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An extraordinary example of this is Castelvecchio in Verona, Italy (figure 27). The
story of Castelvecchio started in the 12th
century with the construction of the wall of
Castelvecchio. Over the years many layers
were added, many were erased due to wars,
and some new ones were added again. In
the 1920’s the castle was conserved for the
first time by Ferdinando Forlati and Antonio
Avena to open the museum. Verona was one
of the most bombed cities in the area during
World War II, therefore more renovations

FIGURE 27 ←
Castelvecchio

and reconstructions were needed. Carlo
Scarpa renovated the castle to its unforeseen architectural success between 19531965. (Verheij, 2015 p. 147) He wove the
castle’s several layers of existing structures,
built on different eras, into one cohesive
entity with his own careful additions and
subtractions.
Scarpa’s ways of reusing the old structures
are multifaceted and complex. Scarpa
treated the building as a whole that he
started excavating in order to clarify and
expose the layers of history. After that
he made his own additions accordingly.
Scarpa’s idea was to exhibit the different
eras, styles and renovations as a complex,
connected and layered entity, instead of an
indistinguishable mélange. To achieve this,
he needed to surrender into an immersive
conversation with the castle’s history and
different phases. (Murphy, 1990)

Scarpa was able to take his time with the
project and really familiarize himself with
the site. According to Murphy (1990 p. 10),
Scarpa even lived at the museum site during
the second phase of construction 19621964. Everything seemed to align for this
project to create as architecturally successful entity as possible. The museum director,
city council, professional collaborators and
craftsmen were all agreeable and trusting
of the architect’s vision and ability. (Murphy,
1990 p. 10-11) The expanding commissions
and sporadic funding created circumstances that allowed Scarpa to construct
in a slow and involved manner. There was

FIGURE 28 →
Murphy (1990) describes the connections of
old and new in Castelvecchio followingly: “It
is how the existing and the new are juxtaposed
that is particularly telling. Strictly orthogonal,
Scarpa’s new constructions are inserted into
old structures wherever possible, leaving a void
between the two. These voids are the medium
which both connects the two eras and points
out their intrinsic differences.”
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enough time to explore and excavate the
existing to really understand the layers of
the building. Then he needed more time
to accommodate the discoveries, he made
during his excavation and cleaning of layers,
to the designs of the new additions.
Both the general public (especially after
the 1982 exhibition) and the more architecturally involved can agree that it is an
exceptional and successful project. (Murphy, 1990 p. 11) With less time, funding and
resources available, it is hard to imagine this
level of detail, intensity and sensitivity being
attainable by modern, lesser, architects.
Granted, a 1970’s prefabricated concrete
building does not exactly have the same
layered complexity as a 12th century castle
in Italy has.
This kind of meticulous hands-on method
of working alone with plenty of time and
resources probably would not be possible to accomplish these days. We should,
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however, still put more value and emphasis
into really getting to know the site and the
whole project. This should be seen as more
important and something to not skimp on,
as the building will spend a long time on
the site after the short period of design
and construction. We should also try and
improve the communication in regard of
values such as beauty, ideals and spirit, so
that the importance of these qualities is
not lost on the participants who are more
focused on easily measured factors, such
as cost and efficiency.
Like Scarpa, we should not be afraid to dig
into the existing layer to interact with it, to
remove things that we deem as confusing
or unnecessary for the design. Again, this
calls for professionals who can justifiably
distinguish what is valuable and what is not.
We also have to be mindful of what is kept
and how the new design responds to that.

4.2

4.2.1

Building parts

Elements

Elements refer to the practice of using
distinctive, individual pieces from existing buildings. They can still be identified
back to their original use, but they are in a
new use, in a new building. This practice
allows the reclamation of easily detachable
and distinguishable building parts, such as
doors, windows and fixtures.
An example of reclaiming elements is the
Europa-building in Brussels (figure 29), that
is used as the Headquarters of the Council
of the EU. It was designed by Samyn and
Partners and it was completed in 2016.
Approximately 3000 recycled single glazed
oak window frames were used to create the
outer layer of the double skin façade of a
new central entrance atrium. The frames
were sourced mostly from Belgium and
neighboring countries. They were not seen
suitable for their original uses anymore,
because the energy efficiency requirements
for windows have gotten a lot higher over
the years. (Gorgolewski, 2018)
In 2004, the Justus Lipsius building in Brussels became too small to host the EU council adequately anymore. The Belgian state
offered new real estate from a part, Bloc
A, of the nearby 1920’s art deco building
complex “Résidence Palace”. It was originally built in 1923-1927 to be a luxurious
apartment complex, but since then had
gone through several different expansions
and adaptations, such as being the German
army headquarters during Second World

War and being administrative offices since
the 1960’s. Several parts of the existing
building are listed as part of the Belgian culture heritage, so special care had to go into
designing around them. The new design
was done by Samyn and Partners, Studio
Valle Progettazioni and Buro Happold as
a result from winning the competition.
(Samyn and partners, 2016)
The project shows the difficulty of coordinating reclaimed construction elements and
the effort it takes to create a harmonious, or
even a functional entity out of them. In this
project the most difficult thing is to coordinate all the old windows into a coherent
whole that ensures that the façade looks
harmonious and unified also on a closer distance, as seen in figure 30. Viewing distance

FIGURE 29 ↑
EUROPA-building in Brussels.
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FIGURE 30 ←
The windows form a harmonious entity, even
up close.

fades out the smaller differences, leaving
visible only the intended lantern-like play
of shapes, light and shadow, depending on
the time of the day. The aesthetical and philosophical value of the project derives from
the histories of the windows. The shapes
remind you of their original contexts, without committing to any of their styles for the
new building. The combination of many
different styles and actually creates its very
own, unique look.
The window frames had to be cleaned,
sanded and coated to ensure the desired
uniform look. New glass panels were also
fitted in, as the old glass was no longer
seen suitable. (Gorgolewski, 2017). This
kind of treatment erases the signs of lived
life, flattening the different styles, uses and
ideas into a collage of shapes. The textures,
colors and up-close patina might be sanded
away, but the shapes of the windows still
evoke the spirit and life of the pasts.

FIGURE 31 ↑

With collaging reclaimed materials like
this, it can be difficult to find the balance
between context and purpose. Kozminska
(2019 p. 424-425) points out that “DIY solutions which work perfectly in an alternative
art centre will seem random and deceptive in a corporate office building. On the
contrary sleek and polished surfaces of

A special module system (5,4 m x 3,54 m) had
to be created for the structural framework to fit
the floor-to-floor heights and other dimensions
of the building. After deciding on this system,
the existing windows with varying dimensions
had to be implemented into it in a way that
does not look chaotic (Gorgolewski, 2017).
The unavoidable small gaps were filled with
small oak panels.
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FIGURE 32 ←
In a project in West Virginia, built by artists
Nick Olson and Lilah Horwitz themselves, the
reclaimed windows form a lot homelier, less
careful composition. It is not any less successful,
per se, considering the context and the use of
the building, but the same DIY-spirit would
look out of place for the EU council building in
Brussels’ urban structure.

high-tech, recycled materials would deprive
the alternative architecture of its organic
character and the connection with nature.”
The use of homely, small scale patchwork
windows similar in figure 32, a project built
in the woods of West Virginia by a local
artist couple Nick Olson and Lilah Horwitz,
would seem out of place for the official
and urban Europa-building. Some sort of
unification is necessary.
The architects and the EU council argue
that the reuse of the windows act both as
a practical and philosophical way to commit to EU’s goals of sustainability as well
as showing our common cultural heritage
(Samyn and partners, 2016). The building
puts on a sustainable façade, but the façade
is then backed up with a complicated steel
structure and another layer of higher performance glass to ensure the proper insulation
for sound and thermal comfort.
The need for a better functioning second
skin can be seen as an issue, but that is
just the reality for existing materials. They
simply do not perform well enough alone
to fulfill the current standards and requirements as that is often the reason why they
are removed from their original uses in the
first place. This could, however, be turned
into a strength with architectural design, if
it was implemented in the design from the

start. The application should be selected
according to the qualities of the materials.
This means that we need to start working
with the weaker performance of reclaimed
pieces, instead of despite it or even against
it. The spaces near the façade could for
example be designed as unheated buffer
zones. This would reduce the total heated
area and therefore lower the heating costs
and emissions.

4.2.2

collage

The technique of Collage is similar to that
of Elements (see 4.4.), but it differs from it
in that the pieces are usually cut out from
bigger entities, instead of them being individual elements. This difference of definition is also drawn by Kalakoski and Huuhka
(2018 p. 49- 51). The pieces are then used
to make a bigger whole, a new “fabric”
of sorts, where the technique of how the
pieces are combined becomes the biggest
visual determinant instead of the individual
features of the elements.
An example of the approach is Resource
Rows in Copenhagen (figure 33), designed
by Lendager Group, completed in 2019.
The most visible way of reclaiming in the
project are the brick panels used for the
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FIGURE 33 →
Resource Rows.

façades of the apartment block parts of
the project. They were harvested from old
buildings, such as the Carlsberg Factory, a
Steiner school and abandoned rural houses.
The area, Ørestad, is a quickly developing
area with many sustainable projects, all with
different approaches to the topic. (Wilson,
2019; Nielsen, 2017)
According to Lendager (Nielsen, 2017 p.
48) It is not possible to reclaim individual
bricks from buildings constructed after
the 1960’s. The cement-based mortar was
developed then and because it is harder
than the bricks, it is the bricks that break
in demolition, not the binding mortar. Lendager developed a way to work around this
by cutting out bigger segments of walls as
panels instead and fixing them onto a steel
frame or backing them with a thin layer of
concrete (figure 34). Despite the efforts
and great potential, the method is not fully
perfected yet, as the panels still need the
supporting structures, as well as the actual
load bearing part, which in this project was
done out of fresh concrete. The architects
are, however, working on methods to eliminate all concrete from the process and to
only use mechanical fixings. (Wilson, 2019)

FIGURE 35 →
Closer look of the façade configuration.
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FIGURE 34 ↑
Diagram of how the brick panels are reclaimed
and implemented in Resource Rows

FIGURE 36 ←
Cut hollow–core slabs modeled as wall
elements.

Lendager calculated that for every reclaimed brick they use, half a kilo of CO2
is saved. He also estimates that per square
meter, the project was actually cheaper to
build than a “non-upcycled equivalent”.
(Wilson, 2019) This kind of compound environmental and economical savings help
reclamation becoming a viable option for
the traditional, existing conventions, if they
can actually be scaled to widespread practices. It helps, if the client is cooperative,
enthusiastic, and willing to take a certain
amount of risks involved in not-yet-fullyformed practices (Wilson, 2019).
Wilson (2019) compares the building to
the surrounding buildings and finds that
the chequerboard brick panels give it an
“instantly animated, warmer look than the
bland surrounding blocks.” The façade
system is simple and regimented, which
allows the reclamation technique and the
reclaimed materials to shine on their own
accord. At times all the different textures,
colors and dimensions can come across
slightly busy and disjointed (figure 35).
It is interesting to think of this project as
the introduction and starting point for the
method. In the future it can be implemented
in more interesting, harmonious and considerate ways, now that it has been done once
and the biggest kinks have been figured out.
Lendager has developed the technique
quite far with brick structures, but the tech-

nique can be extended to other materials as
well. For example, Vandkunsten Architects
(2017) explored the prospects of using cut
hollow-core slabs as wall elements (figure 36). Currently, the most feasible way
of reusing concrete is crushed pieces in
road and parking lot bases, which is actually quite a downgrade. Any other uses,
including cutting them in the way Vandkunsten suggests, still have many obstacles
to overcome as for now they can be quite
demanding, expensive and difficult to execute. The technical properties of concrete
are designed so carefully for the requirements of the original use that they might
be difficult to adapt in a versatile manner.
(Vandkunsten Architects, 2017 p. 22-25)

4.2.3

Particles

The category of Particles is used to describe
the method that reclaims smaller pieces
compared to elements, usually as a result
of a more destructive demolition. The
usage includes, for example, smaller construction pieces such as bricks and other
small rubbly stonework as well as sporadic
pieces of wood. They can be reconstructed
more freely than the previously mentioned
methods. The smaller and less descript the
pieces are, the more ways there are to put
them together in new configurations.
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FIGURE 37 ←
Ningbo History Museum.

A great example of using the technique of
particles in the Ningbo History Museum
(figure 37) designed by Wang Shu’s Amateur Architecture Studio. It is built on the
Yinzhou area in China where there used
to be around thirty traditional villages surrounded with arable land. The villages were
all demolished in order to make space for
new developments, such as the Ningbo
History Museum, built in 2008. Wang was
inspired by these remnants: “I wanted to
build this museum for the people who were
originally living here so they can keep some
memories” (McGetrick, 2009). The only
thing left of the villages were the bricks,
stones and tiles, found from the destruction sites, that he repurposed in his façade.
Some of the bricks are said to be over a
thousand years old. (Wöhler, 2010)
Wang mentions nature as his motive for the
building’s shape: “When I designed this, I
was thinking of mountains. I couldn’t design
something for the city, because there is no
city here yet, so I wanted to do something
that had life. Finally I decided to design a
mountain.” (McGetrick, 2009) The zoning
of the area makes it difficult for the building
to relate to it surroundings. The buildings
sit alone, excluded from each other, surrounded by vast open spaces. Wöhler (2010
p. 62) draws a parallel between Ningbo’s
history as a besieged walled city to the
museum now being the fortress of placeness and heritage, surrounded by incongruous and anonymous built environment.
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There is a slight difference between the
materials coming from the building site
and coming from elsewhere. The fact that
the bricks, tiles and stones of Ningbo History Museum used to be part of the constructions on the site for a long time, adds
another layer of locality and authenticity,
compared to for example the EUROPA–
building in Brussels, that uses windows
sourced from other areas and countries.
In Ningbo History Museum, the materials
truly have been weathered in the circumstances of the site already and have worn
accordingly.
Traditional, but modified, wapan -stacking
technique was used. In wapan, a stable
structure is created by packing the elements together. The technique is local to
the typhoon-prone Zhejiang Province. It was
developed to allow quick rebuilding after
the storms to recycle the pieces. (Pheng et
al., 2016 p. 7) In the museum, wapan acts
as a form of wall cladding, instead of fully
structural, load bearing part of the wall.
Due to the height of the building, the walls
are divided into blocks of approximately 3
meters, that are supported with concealed
supporting beams (figure 38). This ensures
that the compression load of the materials
does not cause the wall to collapse. (Wöhler,
2010 p. 61-62)
Despite Wang’s elaborate working drawings
for all the exterior walls on how to place the
elements and wanting to control the whole

FIGURE 38 ↓
A section cut of the construction of the wapan
wall of Ningbo History Museum
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2.
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3.
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wall

4.
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insulation
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150mm reinforced
concrete wall

7.

Concealed
supporting beam

8.

Concealed
supporting beam

9.
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10. Double
waterproofing
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16. 250mm brick wall
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process, he was not able to do so (Wöhler,
2010 p. 61-62). Wang reminisces that there
used to be heated debate, whether or not
to redo the “wrong” parts, different from
his plans: “finally, I had no choice but to
persuade all parties with a theory of “letting nature take its course”” (Wöhler, 2010
p. 62). Working with existing non-uniform
shaped objects should be allowed a certain
amount of leeway, to make up for the natural unevenness.
In this project old bricks, stones and tiles,
that were reclaimed from demolished buildings, are elevated to create a rich, layered
collage. Wapan used to be considered a
technique for the poor and lowly (Pheng et
al., 2016 p. 6), but the implementation to a
modern museum elevates the status of it.
The function of the technique was to allow
quick rebuilding after a typhoon, so just
as much as it is not a structural part of the
façade, it is not used in its original purpose
either. Yet it still evokes the spirit of the
past villages and in this way is an important
and integral part of the new architectural
language.

4.3
Borrowing means using materials from
other fields than construction. Usually they
still have similar qualities to construction
materials, but their original use was not
construction in the traditional sense. These
items can include, but are in no way limited
to bottles, pallets, traffic signs, car parts,
hay bales, cans and so on. This practice in
itself includes a wide array of techniques, as
opposed to the other mentioned practices
that solely focus on one method. They are
still categorized as one because they have
a similar idea for sourcing the materials:
everything can be used, except for materials
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FIGURE 39 ↑
The different stones, rocks and bricks create
rich textures for the façades.

Borrowing
traditionally intended and designed for
building construction.
An ingenious example of borrowing is Lucy’s
house in Alabama, built by Rural Studio
(figure 40). Rural Studio works in close relationship with the small rural impoverish
community at Mason’s Bend. The projects
are usually done by architecture students,
with a budget of 30 000 dollars and a lot
of reclaimed materials. Worn carpet tiles,
donated by carpet manufacturer Interface,
were used in the construction of the house.
The walls are constructed from overall 72

FIGURE 40 ←
Lucy’s house.

000 individual stacked carpet tiles, and
they are held in place by piercing steel
reinforcement rods and a compressing,
heavy wooden ring-beam. (Slessor, 2002;
Oppenheimer Dean, 2005 p. 21)
Slessor (2002) applauds the project for fitting into its surroundings and environment
by borrowing from typical Southern rural
vernacular. The pitched roof helps to protect the structures from the elements – the
region’s annual rainfall is almost 1500 mm.
There is also a tornado shelter below the
more free-formed, multifaceted tower part
of the building where the master bedroom
and the dining room are located. (Slessor,
2002) This is what makes the project so
successful: it is designed just for this place,
playing along with the place’s rules. Without knowing the properties of the stacked
carpets, it is difficult to say how this building actually performs with the significant
yearly rainfall or how it would perform in
other places with different environment.
Wherever the design is built, it should take
note from that place’s vernacular architecture and traditions and adapt to the place’s
circumstances.

continuous layer on the floor but stacking
them changes this convention and gives
the spotlight to another side and creates a
unique tapestry. Slessor (2002) is impressed
by the polychromatic textures and animated
visual complexity the stacks of the multicolored carpet tiles create with such simple
gestures (figure 41). Use of unconventional
materials in unconventional ways can liberate the architectural language for new
interpretations.

FIGURE 41 ↓
The textures of the stacked carpet tiles in the
wall.

Construction materials are objects and
have many sides to them. Usually they
are mounted so that you can only see one
side, though. All the other sides remain
hidden. Normally, we view carpeting as one
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CHAPTER 5

Reclaimed
elements in
fashion

“ I love the idea of recuperation.
I believe that it is beautiful to
make new things out of rejected
or worn things.”
— MARTIN MARGIELA
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In this section I examine the ways of reclaiming in fashion. Similarly
to naming reclaimed architecture RE:architecture, fashion that uses
reclamation is named RE:fashion in this thesis. I chose designers who
clearly communicate their use of reclaimed materials, as it is important for the integrity of the environmental and sustainable approach
of this thesis. This was not an easy task, as some brands shy away
from calling themselves “sustainable” or specifying that they use
reclaimed materials, in fear of losing their credibility and coolness.
A lot of designers also use techniques similar to RE:fashion, but with
materials from fresh rolls of fabric, instead of scavenged, reclaimed
pieces.
The reclaiming of existing clothing can be divided into three main
categories based on the completeness of the oeuvre and the source of
the reclaimed material. The first category reclaims more or less a whole
garment and it includes subcategories of vestiges, shapeshifting, transition and shelling. The second category reclaims from smaller pieces
of fabric and the subcategories are elements, collage and particles.
The third category is borrowing, which reclaims materials that were
not originally meant to be worn. The categories are further explained
in the following chapters. The categories were determined for this
thesis by first sourcing examples, examining them and finding commonalities between different designers and their ways of reclaiming.
Even if there is an abundance of examples by Martin Margiela, with
his artisanal line having a long history of using reclaimed materials,
many other designers were considered and researched as well and they
are included in the directory of RE:fashion designers in Appendix B.
For all the categories, apart from vestiges and shapeshifting, an
existing well-known and logical equivalent can already be found in
architecture. This further emphasizes the close relationship between
these two fields and should encourage more crosspollination and
further exchange of ideas and methods.
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FIGURE 42 ↑
An idea of reclaiming a sweater with the vestiges method.

FIGURE 43 ↑
Maison Martin Margiela Artisanal S/S 1994:
Woollen khaki leggings into a top, S/S 2005:
pants into a skirt.

5.1
The first reclamation subcategory is vestiges (figure 42). This method changes the
context of an existing piece of clothing,
meaning that it is worn on a different body
part than in the original function. Vestiges
refer to the signs of the garment’s previous functions still visible in the new use,
the word originating from biology where
vestiges are used to describe something
that remains or is left behind to signal the
past. The garment is not hugely modified,
which means that its shape remains for
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Full garment
the most part and clearly signal the initial design and function. This might create
weird shapes and billows when worn in the
new use. The clothes might be a bit awkward, but this practice opens the design
up for new, inspired, unforeseen shapes
and possibilities that conventional design
methods would not bring up. Nothing notable is taken away, but some new necessary
openings can be added.

FIGURE 44 ↑
An idea of reclaiming a t-shirt with the shapeshifting method.

In the subcategory of shapeshifting (figure
44), the shape of the original garment is
changed to fit another shape or fashion,
while still mostly keeping the same function.
Nothing is taken away or added to the fabric
or the garment. This practice can vary from
small tailoring to extremely creative reconfiguration. The changes are usually done by
sewing the garment differently with various techniques such as ruching, gathering
and smocking. It alters the flatness of the
fabric, by creating some billows and some
narrower parts, for example.

FIGURES 45 ↖ and 46 ↑
Examples of the method of shapeshifting in a
garment, Maison Martin Margiela Artisanal F/W
2001 (figure 45) and 2 examples from Laugh by
Lafaille F/W 2020 (figure 46).
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FIGURE 47 ↑
An idea of reclaiming a t-shirt and a skirt with
the transition method.

FIGURE 48 ↗ 49 → and 50 ↘
Examples of transition technique by Maison
Margiela Artisanal S/S 2018 and S/S 2016 and
RE;CODE S/S 2020.

The subcategory of transition (figure 47)
means taking a distinctive, existing piece of
clothing and adding new fabric, or another
reclaimed piece(s) to “finish” the garment
to its new use. The addition happens in
the shape of fabric: it is continuation, not
addition. The garment shifts from one fabric
to another. There are many different ways
to deal with this transition. The existing is
still visible and it is usually used in its original context. A coat is still essentially worn
like a coat, but there might be a skirt part
added to it, thus making it actually a dress.
In the spirit of upcycling, the new addition
does not only need to be an extension, it
can (and should) also be an improvement,
as evident in figures 48, 49 and 50 (von
Busch, 2008 p. 94-95).
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FIGURE 51 ↗
An idea of reclaiming a t-shirt with the shelling
method.

The subcategory of shelling (figure 51) cuts
out parts of the garment, leaving behind a
‘skeleton’ that might be filled in with new
material. Usually what is left behind after
shelling is the seams and some other distinctive or interesting features.

FIGURES 52 ↖ and 53 ↑
John Galliano’s décortiqué designs from Maison
Margiela F/W 2018 and S/S 2018.
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FIGURE 54 ↑
An idea of reclaiming socks into a blouse with
the elements method.

FIGURE 55 ↓
Maison Martin Margiela seasons F/W 1991:
Socks into gloves, F/W 2006: socks into a cardigan and F/W 2004: boots into a bustier.

5.2
The first subcategory is elements (figure
54), which uses clothes and accessories
in new contexts and shapes. The clothes
are modified to create new, better fitting
shapes for the new use. Some careful cutting and joining is done to them and some
things might be removed in order for the
garment to fit better on the new context.
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Pieces of a garment
You can still see the previous uses, but the
final look and shape are clearly that of the
new context, as can be seen in figures X
and X. The final shapes of the garments are
more conventional and purposeful, compared to vestiges (4.1). The materials come
from the vein of fashion and they are worn
on the body. The new functions retain this.

FIGURE 56 ↑
An idea of reclaiming a scraps of fabric into a
blouse with the particles method
FIGURE 57 ↗ 58 → and 59 ↘
Viktor & Rolf Couture F/W 2016 and S/S 2017
and Venus Lo graduate collection in 2017 show
the method of particles.

Compared to elements, particles (figure 56)
utilizes smaller nondescript scraps, creating more of a three-dimensional, layered
effect, where the different combined textures and colors create their own expressive language. In a way it can be seen as a
continuation of fixing clothes by patching
them, but the method can be applied to
creating a new garment from a scratch as
well. Different kinds of weaving and stitching techniques lend themselves well to this
category of reclamation, as we can see from
figures X, X and X of designs by Viktor &
Rolf and Venus Lo.
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FIGURE 60 ↑
An idea of reclaiming pieces of fabric with the
collage method.
FIGURE 61 ↗ and 62 →
Collage method used by Ahluwalia Studio.

The third subcategory under pieces of garment is collage (figure 60). It is a technique
of splicing existing clothes to make one
“fabric” and creating a whole new garment
with varying patterns created by the many
textiles. Patchwork and collage techniques
allow the use of the smallest pieces of textile waste and parts of old garments that
were not worn- out yet. (Aus, 2011 p. 13) In
collage, the technique itself becomes the
strongest aesthetic feature, not the materials, as they are “flattened” into one entity,
where the cuts of the shapes determine
their look. Collage techniques have a long
history in traditional quilting and patchwork, where patches of fabrics are combined for a chequerboard effect, but also
other shapes. Recently this technique has
resurfaced through the success of young
designers such as Priya Ahluwalia (figures
61 and 62).
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5.3
In the third category, borrowing, the material does not come from the world of fashion, but it still can be used in same ways as
fabrics and other fashion-native materials
can be used. The materials can be sourced

Borrowing
from upholstery, car seats, bedding, rugs,
bandage and so on. The signs of the original
function remain visible in the new garment
to tell the story of the past life, similarly to
vestiges and elements.

FIGURES 63 ← 64 ↑ and 65 ↗
Examples of borrowing from other fields to fashion: Maison Martin Margiela used cushions for
a jacket for his S/S 2006 collection and sofa for
the base of a skirt for F/W 2006. Sofa padding
as a collar by Hussein Chalayan for F/W 2006.
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CHAPTER 6

Critical
reflection
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In this chapter I will further develop the understanding of using
reclaimed materials and ideas for it. Connections and commonalities
can be found through the different methods in both RE:architecture
and RE:fashion. In table 2, the corresponding methods of reclaiming
in fashion and architecture are compared side by side as a summary.
The other methods were excluded from the table for the clarity of the
comparisons and to draw clear lessons to learn from the exchange of
ideas. As it is apparent from the table below, an architectural equivalent can be found for many of the reclamation methods in fashion.
On a deeper level, many things can still be learned from fashion.
Architecturally, the most straightforward equivalent to fashion’s transition is building on top of ruins, as if continuing the construction and
“finishing” it. This is usually done to existing constructions on the site.
The method encapsulates both the practical and philosophical essence
of the transition-method in fashion. This method and its application
to architecture are further explored in chapter 4.1 (Ruins).
The method of shelling in fashion can be applied to architecture as well
and it is analyzed more in chapter 4.2 (Excavation). The application to
architecture is very similar both practically and philosophically: e.g.
some parts of the existing structure can be removed, while a kind of
skeleton or shell remains. This remaining structure can be either filled
in or left as a void to create a new architectural space. The ‘shelling’
is done consciously and decisively by the architect. Similar to the
previous method, it is obviously best applied to projects that already
have an existing structure on the site.
Practically and philosophically, for the application of elements in
fashion to architecture, the structures can be pieced together from
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smaller, distinctive, building elements that still represent their previous functions. This could mean, for example, piecing or stacking
together architectural elements such as several windows to create
a new kind of curtain wall structure. The equivalent in architectural
design is explained further in chapter 4.4 (Elements).
The practical and philosophical equivalent for the fashion category
of collage in architecture is the use of cut out pieces of construction
materials from a bigger entity. This is further analyzed in the chapter 4.5 (Collage). The practice differs from the previous application
of elements in that the pieces do not need to be so distinctive or
self-standing and they are usually cut out from a bigger element.
In architecture the similar approach to particles in fashion can be
achieved by reclaiming small, nondescript particles and piecing them
together into a new entity. Usually this would mean reclaiming demolition waste in the form of bricks, rubble, small stones, pieces of wood,
rocks and so on. This is further explored in chapter 4.6 (Particles).
Finally, more about ‘borrowing’ can be read in chapter 4.7 (Borrowing), which applies to both fields in a similar manner: the origin of the
materials is ‘borrowed’, meaning that they do not come from the realm
of materials traditionally used for the fields of fashion and architecture respectively, but they still have qualities that allows them to be
used in these contexts. These materials could be, for example, glass
bottles, cardboard, hay bales and plastic containers in architecture
and upholstery, bedding, rugs and bandage in fashion.

TABLE 2 →
The correlations between the reclamation methods in fashion and architecture.
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FASHION

ARCHITECTURE

TRANSITION

RUINS

Using an existing piece of clothing as a
starting point and “continuing”

Using existing as a starting point to
build on

FASHION

ARCHITECTURE

SHELLING

EXCAVATION

Cutting out pieces to reveal new
shapes

Digging into existing to make new
shapes, etc
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FASHION

ARCHITECTURE

ELEMENTS (RE-FORM)

ELEMENTS (DECONSTRUCTION )

Taking many pieces of distinctive
clothing and making a new garment
out of them

Using big individual, easily detachable
and distinguishable parts of existing to
create new

FASHION

ARCHITECTURE

PARTICLES (ACCUMULATION)

PARTICLES (DEMOLITION)

3D version of collage, smaller pieces

Using smaller parts of existing, created
by demolition
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FASHION

ARCHITECTURE

COLLAGE

COLLAGE

Making a new fabric out of many
existing pieces

Using big parts of existing, usually
cut out from a bigger entity to smaller
blocks

FASHION

ARCHITECTURE

BORROWING

BORROWING

Using materials outside of fashion and
conventional

Using other than construction materials
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FIGURE 66 →
The “code” of Yves Saint Laurent to understand
the successful and distinctive characteristics
of the designer

6.1

From RE:fashion to architecture

There is a lot that architecture can learn from fashion, even if they also have their differences. Comparing architecture and fashion can be challenging, because there does
not seem to be an explicit comparison between the design products. Intellectually the
closest process of creating a building is the design of a single garment, maybe extended
to an outfit. On the other hand, the closest comparison to a single garment is possibly
only the façade of a building. It seems that something always gets lost in translation.
That is why the issue needs to surpass the pragmatic and look at it from a wider angle of
philosophy and theory that includes the broader ideas, thought processes, and analyses
behind the designs and their reclamation methods. This is what the following section
aims to give an overview of.

6.1.1

Research and interpretations

This chapter addresses research and interpretations, meaning that we should research successful projects and interpret
their good traits for new projects, making
sure that they are fitting for the new projects and their circumstances.
As von Busch (2008 p. 84) points out, Maison
Martin Margiela and the likes are still very
exclusive, expensive and not that attainable fashion for the average person, even if
lowly reclaimed materials were used in their
construction. They are still often a part of
their couture collections, one-of-a-kind art
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pieces created by fashion geniuses. What
von Busch (2008 p. 85-89) suggests to
bridge the gap between the upper echelons
of fashion and the everyday user is hacking–couture, coined by fashion designer
Giana González. González researches renowned fashion brands and synthesizes
a “code” or a “DNA” of that brand (figure
66) to better understand what makes the
brand successful on a deeper level. These
“codes” includes their overarching most
well-known motifs, style characteristics,
techniques, themes, color schemes and
so on, beyond the trends of one season.

HACKING COUTURE: YVES SAINT LAURENT
Androgyny: male and female in one
being.

Femininity = Ruffles

THEMES
Adaptation / Cultural appropriation

Pink Rose

Basic colour
scheme:
black, white, pink

González organizes workshops where the
participants then create garments for themselves based on these profiles out of their
own materials – not to make a copy or a
counterfeit, but to interpret them in their
original ways, as if they worked for said
fashion house.
In a way, this same research-based approach
can (and should) be applied to architecture. This does not mean blindly mimicking
famous architects; according to Hosey (2012
p. 123- 124) this kind of hero-worship of one
creative in the field of architecture runs

the risk of turning “the city into the artist’s
canvas – a space of private expression, not
public fulfillment”. Indeed, copying famous
architects would just create counterfeits
with even less consideration for the surroundings. However, we could look at successful projects, especially in the fields of
sustainability and reclamation and create
profiles and guides based on the successful
traits of the designs to re-interpret further
in other, future projects. That is also what
the thesis has done in the form of looking
at case studies and drawing conclusions of
their successful traits for future application.
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6.1.2

Allowance and improvement

This chapter looks at the concepts of allowance and improvement in reclamation.
Allowance means that we should design
with certain allowances and flexibility, to
better facilitate the use of reclaimed materials and their still unknown dimensions
at the design stage. Design-for-disassembly allows the further use of the materials. Improvement means that not only can
buildings be fixed with reclaimed materials,
they can be improved with them, by adding
another layer to the building’s story.
Hodge (2006 p. 11) points out the fundamental differences of the fields: “Fashion
is thought of as ephemeral and superficial,
using soft, sometimes fragile, materials,
whereas architecture is considered monumental and permanent, using rigid, highly
durable materials.” According to Braddock
Clarke (2018 p. 8) they traditionally have
vastly different time scales: “days and
years respectively”. With buildings getting
demolished and reconfigured well before
their structural life cycle ends, it is time
to contest architecture’s reputation as a
static practice. Instead of following down
the path of fast fashion, where things get
replaced quickly and often, we need to
avoid the same in architecture with the
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current practices of demolition. We can
take a lesson from fashion’s ‘transitions’
and other alterations, that provide more
subtle and cyclical solutions than wholescale demolition. Architecture could learn
from the strides fashion has made to deal
with the waste and be more agile, adaptable
and flexible.
In fashion, seam allowance enables the
garment to be made the right size through
fittings and tailoring. What Huuhka (2018 p.
141-142) proposes to architecture is similarly
defining ranges and incorporating certain
allowances in measurements and design,
instead of fixed properties from the early
stages of design onwards. Huuhka points
out that this way the final design dimensions
would be defined by the actual properties of
the reclaimed materials, to minimize waste
and unnecessary, expensive storage time.
This allows for a more flexible, integrated
use of reclaimed materials. This requires
flexible thinking from the architect, because
the uncomfortable aspect of not knowing
exactly can be difficult to adapt to when
we are so used to designing according to
standard measurements of the products
and simply just ordering them from the
manufacturer.

FIGURE 67 ←
Villa Welpeloo.

As illustrated in figure 67, wooden slats
from broken cable reels, not functional for
their original use anymore at the local cable
factory, form the façade of a residence project Villa Welpeloo by Superuse Studios
in Enschede, The Netherlands (Superuse
Studios, 2009). The wood pieces from the
cable reels are all quite short and non-uniform lengths. By defining allowances, and
grouping the slats into horizontal fields of
different heights to fit in all the different
lengths of wood allowed the architects to
work around this problem. Actually, the
harmonic variation created by the rhythm of
the panel fields combined with the weathered and textured wood is what makes the
architecture of the project special.
Further flexibility for future cycles can be
achieved through for example, design-fordisassembly, which already at the design
stages considers the way the structure can
be taken apart, come demolition. In relation
to this, and in addition to Villa Welpeloo
being constructed with reclaimed materials, the architects have also made sure
that the building can be further reclaimed
and dismantled easily at the end of its life
cycle, by using bolts in the steel constructions. This allows for the material cycle to

continue even after this project. (Superuse
Studios, 2009)
It is of course uncomfortable for architects
to think of the dismantling of their architectural creations already as part of the design
process. Yet on some reclaimed architecture designs, there can be a contradictory
lack of self-awareness that many projects
that already use reclaimed materials do not
prepare for said projects getting dismantled and further reclaimed. Many examples
included in the previous chapters do not
necessarily consider the next steps of the
cycle, such as for example the Kolumba
Museum (chapter 4.1) and the Zeitz Museum
of Contemporary Art Africa (chapter 4.2).
Lendager (Nielsen, 2017 p. 48) points this
issue out that, for example, many times
when using individual reclaimed bricks from
old buildings, new, harder-than-the-bricks
cement mortar is still used – rendering the
bricks impossible to reclaim individually
in the future.
Just as transition and shelling in fashion
(see chapter 5.1) can improve the existing
garment that is flawed or somehow incomplete, the same approach can be applied to
architecture as well. The broken parts can
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be removed and replaced while the original
good parts remain, rather than demolish
the entire structure. This allows new life
and it will save effort and resources, as
some complicated or interesting part of the
garment or structure can be reused, instead
of needing to recreate it from scratch. However, it does not need to be done only out
of necessity. It can just as well be done
as a conscious design technique to reveal
something unforeseen and interesting about
the garment or structure, similarly to the
architectural approach of ruins and excavation (see chapters 4.1 and 4.2).
Another reflection is that some construction materials, such as thin layers of metal,
can be malleable in the similar way fabrics
are. The approach can be applied to them,
though, instead of sewing, methods like
forming with heat, folding and flattening
(figure 68) are more suitable, though. Some
reformation, such as folding, can actually
improve the original qualities and the performance of the element.

6.1.3

Idea of using flattened, reclaimed metal ducts
to create a wall.

Aesthetics and authenticity

Using reclaimed materials does not mean
compromising aesthetics. Reclaimed materials also have their own aesthetic, which
should not be replicated inauthentically, in
the form of fake patina. We should ingrain
the thought process of evaluating and
appreciating the authentic value of the
existing, before we mindlessly destroy it.
John Galliano’s work at Maison Margiela is
a proof that using reclaimed pieces in your
garment or construction does not mean
compromising your aesthetic. He is able to
retain his signature aesthetics from his time
as the creative director of Christian Dior,
while embracing Margiela’s philosophy of
reclaiming and reworking pieces (figures
69 and 70). At Margiela the cheapest buttons, bobs and pins can act like crystals and
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FIGURE 68 ↑

beading. In their glamorous context they get
uplifted and their relative value gets higher.
This is the definition of upcycling. As Tim
Blanks (2014) puts it in his review of Maison Margiela S/S 2014 couture collection,
Galliano is able to find “preciousness in the
un-precious or the overlooked, asking compelling questions about what constitutes
value in fashion, and celebrating the craft
of the hand.” This applies to architecture
as well, where through mindful high-quality
design we can incorporate not-so-special
materials into entities that are greater than
the sum of their parts.
According to Howarth (2016), to the Belgian
designer duo Viktor & Rolf “recycling is used
as a means of expression rather than a goal
in itself, reflecting a thoughtful attitude and

FIGURE 69 and 70 ←
Examples of John Galliano’s ability to retain
his aesthetics with reclaimed materials, from
Christian Dior F/W 2003 with no reclaimed
materials and Maison Margiela F/W 2018 with
reclaimed materials, such as insulation foam.

a focus on conscious designing”. Usually
aesthetics, availability and necessity are
the main catalysts behind fashion designers’
decision to use found objects and repurposed garments in their designs. It seems
that, usually it is not sustainability in itself
that drives designers to use them, it is just
a great added bonus for creativity. In a way,
these are better starting points in creating
pleasant, long lasting designs (especially
with aesthetic interest), compared to just
aiming for sustainability for the sake of it.
However, we should not disregard sustainability as an unimportant motive behind
the decision to use reclaimed materials.
Setting the authenticity of the source of
the reclaimed materials aside can easily
lead down the road of false patina, where
things are made to look old and weathered,
even if they are brand new and made out
of virgin materials. This connects with the
emergence of craft and (sometimes slightly
misguided) search of authenticity in recent
years. According to Kalakoski (2016 p. 37)
we can often accept, appreciate and admire
the patina, but not unconditionally: we prefer it clean and controlled. There are many
examples of this in fashion: starting from
the inspiration from punk youth culture
through 90’s Japanese deconstruction to
the t-shirts with holes in them already on
the runway at Balmain S/S 2010 and the

FIGURE 71 and 72 ↑
Already dirty, but new sneakers by Gucci and
new, rugged brick tiles by Wienerberger.
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S/S 2019 Gucci sneakers treated to look
worn and distressed (figure 71). There are
also just as many examples in architecture
and interior design: from brick tiles with
rugged retro textures and slightly irregular,
but nevertheless standard shapes and sizes
(figure 72) to plastic floor coverings with
rustic wooden print on them.
Some organizations have got the pursuit of
history and authenticity right. A community
art group in Istanbul, Turkey created a local
brand and workshop, called Italyan Avlusu,
focusing on using reclaimed and recycled
clothes. The idea of the project was to
reverse the vision of clothing, marketing and
identity building from promises and expectations of the future to highlighting the past
and providing comfort from the history of
the garments. This breaks the dependency
on trends and the top-down influencing and
shifts the focus to the deeper meanings of
the garments. Everyone brought in clothes
and fill-in-forms about the previous use and
stories of the garment were used as labels.
The garments were cut up and mixed –
and so were the stories – creating a rich,
remixed tapestry of heritage for each new
garment. At the end of the workshop they
organized a fashion show where the attendees could exchange a piece of clothing they
were wearing for a showcased piece.

6.2

This small moment of consideration and
reflection of the deeper value and meanings of the garment made the participants change their minds. This same small
moment of reflection should manifest itself
in architecture as well. The round of consideration should happen before and after
demolition or deconstruction. On a first
thought it is easy to let go of things and
demolish them, basing the motives on economy and other hard facts of profitability.
Taking a moment before the demolition or
deconstruction can spark an idea for a new
use of the structure as it is. If deconstruction is inevitable, the remaining materials
should be carefully evaluated for all the
value that has gone into their design, sourcing of materials and producing as well as
all the value and history they have accumulated into themselves as patina and signs
of use over the years.

Lessons from RE:architecture
to architecture

In this section the lessons, that can be
learned from the different reclamation
methods of RE:architecture to architecture, are listed down. The main points are
summarized in the table on the next page.
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At first people were excited but when it
came down to filling in the form about reasons to give away the garment, they often
had second thoughts. Forcing the participants to stop for a moment and evaluate
their relationships with the clothes they
were wearing, they realized that they cherished the stories and memories connected
to the garments too much to give them
away. (von Busch, 2008 p. 132-135)

TABLE 3 →
Lessons from RE:architecture to architecture.

LESSON:

FROM
PROJECT:

WHAT IS
RECLAIMED?

Ruins from different times and of different values
should be treated accordingly and less prominent or
venerable ruins can be worked with more freely.

Kolumba
Museum,
Astley Castle

Building

The connection of the old and new is the most
important part and it should somehow clearly manifest
itself.

Kolumba
Museum,
Astley Castle,
Castelvecchio

Building

The new should ideally highlight the old, and the new
building can either engulf the ruins or the new is built
among the ruins.

Kolumba
Museum vs
Astley Castle

Building

The structural integrity and suitability for further
construction needs to be evaluated carefully.

Kolumba
Museum,
Astley Castle

Building

We should remember that even the reclamation project
are not the last operations done on the site, we should
leave opportunities to the future changes as well.

Astley Castle

Building

The existing structure should not be only seen as a
passive starting point. We should evaluate if it can
reveal something new or interesting if it is punctured
or excavated: with the right decisions a very standard
existing building can become an extraordinary project.

Zeitz MOCAA

Building

We should spend time to get to know the project and
research it properly to make educated and grounded
design decisions.

Castelvecchio

Building

We should improve the communication of the
importance of the softer values of buildings, such as
beauty, ideals and spirit.

Castelvecchio

Building
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LESSON:

FROM
PROJECT:

WHAT IS
RECLAIMED?

It is important to coordinate a coherent entity out of
the reclaimed pieces and using the right reclaimed
materials for the right project, in terms of their look
and the associations they create.

EUROPAbuilding vs
a cottage in
the woods

Building
parts

The application of the pieces should be selected
according to the properties: we should acknowledge
the often-weaker performance of the reclaimed pieces
and use them accordingly, for example for unheated
buffer zones or interiors.

EUROPAbuilding

Building
parts

The locality and history attached to the materials
are important and there is a difference between the
materials coming from the demolition site at the
building location or completely outside of it.

Ningbo History
Museum vs
EUROPAbuilding or
Resource Rows

Building
parts

We should accept the imperfections both in the
materials and the building process and design with that
in mind, as it can be difficult to control everything.

Ningbo History
Museum

Building
parts

Using previously unglamorous building parts can get
an elevated status, if the new building is done well and
they are used in a considered and skillful way.

Ningbo History
Museum,
Resource Rows

Building
parts

There is also a possibility of looking at bigger entities
and cutting out smaller pieces out of them for
reclamation.

Resource Rows

Building
parts

We can use different sides or cuts of the reclaimed
materials.

Lucy’s house

Borrowing

We should be mindful of the local vernacular building
traditions and designing according to the surroundings.

Lucy’s house,
Ningbo History
Museum
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FIGURE 73 ←
A view of the roof space with green houses
and decking made out of reclaimed materials.

For the sake of simplicity in this thesis, usually only one (the most prominent) reclamation method was discussed regarding
each case study building. However, it is
common for projects to incorporate many
different reclamation methods into them,
making them hybrids of different methods. Even an example mentioned earlier
in a certain category does not necessarily
mean reclaimed materials were used only
in that one way in it. Some methods can be
combined together more organically than
some others. For example, when a building
is demolished, both particles and elements
usually remain available for reclaiming on
the site, and therefore they are easily viable
to use together in the future as well.

representing collage (figure 73). In fact,
four different methods were used in total:
collage, borrowing, particles and elements.
The exterior wood for window frames, terraces and decking were reclaimed from
the transportation crates of the concrete
elements for the Copenhagen Metro expansion, representing borrowing. The internal
floors made out of off-cuts and other waste
from Dinesen, a company that specifies on
solid wood floors, representing particles.
Greenhouses on the roof terrace are made
out of recycled glass and window frames,
representing elements.

For example, Resource Rows by Lendager
Group, analyzed more in depth in chapter 5.4 (Collage), has a wide array of other
reclamation methods and materials used in
its construction besides the brick panels,
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6.3

From theory to reality

Some strides have been made already towards making reclaiming more mainstream, but
there is still a lot of work left to do in that regard. In this section I will look further into
the opportunities and obstacles related to a more widespread adoption of reclaimed
materials, in terms of replicability and scaling up, as well as the supply and demand of
reclamation. After that, I conclude the section by mirroring the issue in the wider lens
of society and responsibility.

6.3.1

Replicability and trickle down

It should be pointed out that a lot of the
fashion examples are either haute couture,
meaning that they are often unique and
done with a lot of care and skill, or specifically made statement pieces for the runway
show, not ever meant to be produced, sold
or worn in a bigger scale. Often fashion
shows and haute couture collections are
the designer’s way to garner attention for
their more wearable, more easily produced
ready-to-wear collections, that will include
toned down versions of the conceptually
ambitious and intricate ideas from the runway. An example of this can be seen from
the interpretation from Viktor & Rolf couture
runways to their collaboration with the German online retailer Zalando, to incorporate
their overstock (figures 74, 75 and 76).
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Looking at the chosen case studies in RE:architecture, it is clear that they are all in
some ways special buildings. They are often
prominent public buildings, probably with
a larger budget than the average building
project, or more care, experimentalism or
innovation has been able to be put into
the design process overall – including the
use of reclaimed materials. These special
projects can be seen as the couture and
avant-garde or pioneer equivalents in architecture. These are the projects we look at
for inspiration and innovation to apply to
the more moderate projects, the ready-towear architecture.

This... ‘stuff’? Oh... okay. I see. You think
this has nothing to do with you. You go to
your closet and you select out, oh I don’t
know, that lumpy blue sweater, for instance,
because you’re trying to tell the world that
you take yourself too seriously to care about
what you put on your back. But what you
don’t know is that that sweater is not just
blue, it’s not turquoise, it’s not lapis, it’s actually cerulean. You’re also blindly unaware of
the fact that in 2002, Oscar de la Renta did
a collection of cerulean gowns. And then
I think it was Yves Saint Laurent, wasn’t
it, who showed cerulean military jackets?
And then cerulean quickly showed up in the
collections of eight different designers. Then
it filtered down through the department
stores and then trickled on down into some
tragic “casual corner” where you, no doubt,
fished it out of some clearance bin. However,
that blue represents millions of dollars and
countless jobs and so it’s sort of comical
how you think that you’ve made a choice
that exempts you from the fashion industry
when, in fact, you’re wearing the sweater
that was selected for you by the people in
this room. From a pile of “stuff.”

Miranda Priestly in The Devil Wears Prada

FIGURES 74, 75 ↖ and 76 ↑
Viktor & Rolf’s couture inspirations (F/W 2016
and F/W 2017) for their RE:CYCLE collaboration with the German online retailer Zalando
in 2019 to incorporate their overstock, such
as returned garments that could not be sold
anymore. Different methods of reclamation,
such as collage and particles, were used.

6.3.2

Scaling up and managing supply
and demand

Many fashion designers start by using reclaimed materials, because they are cheap
and easily available, including Nicole
McLaughlin, who tells that she started
by using old clothes “because they were
cheaper and because then I felt less bad
about cutting them up” (Pitcher, 2019).
However, the idea of the fashion industry
is always aiming to sell and influence more.
When things get scaled up, it is no longer
as easy to use reclaimed materials, due to
the time and effort it takes to source the
materials. The garments need to be similar
to how they were showcased on the runway
and advertised, invariably replicated for
the customers. This is the moment, when
many designers give up the use of reclaimed
materials and switch to fresh rolls of fabric,
even if they still maintain the DIY patchwork
aesthetic.
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FIGURES 77 and 78 ↑
Maison Martin Margiela Artisanal F/W 1999
duvet as a coat and a recreation of it for the
Maison Martin Margiela x H&M collaboration
in 2012

An example of this is the duvet coat from
Maison Martin Margiela Artisanal F/W 1999
collection that was recreated for the Margiela x H&M collaboration in 2012, most
likely with new materials (figures 77 and 78).
This showcases the issue of reproducibility
and scalability in fashion when it comes
to reclaimed materials. Assumingly, the
coat would not have been possible to be
produced for the masses from reclaimed
duvets of good quality, while still being
recognizably and satisfyingly similar to the
original one. The problem is highlighted
due to the way fashion is marketed and
the reality that only one person can wear
a garment at a time, thus the high need for
replication with new materials.
Architecture has it slightly easier when
it comes to repeatability though, as each
building can be seen as a unique venture –
we do not have to make tens or hundreds
of the same identical building, or at least
we should not. The problem of scalability
still applies to using reclaimed materials in
architecture, however. Even if many people
can occupy a building at the same time,
the scalability issue comes simply from
the sheer bigger size of a building and the
obvious need for more materials. But, there
can be variation even within one building
and creating and allowing that variety is
up to the architect. The variety can be
created either within the textures of the
façade similar to Ningbo History Museum
by Wang Shu or by dividing the spatial elements into smaller, possibly uneven units
to effectively facilitate reclaimed materials
with different dimensions as Huuhka (2018
p. 139) suggests, for example.
There are already some good examples
about practices of distributing and managing the material flows for reclamation.
Often, they are still quite small, artisanal
and marginal, yet unable to break through
to the “mainstream”. They are often catered
to ecologically minded people and people

interested in this kind of “curiosities”. Some
pioneers in the field of architecture are
Superuse Studios, Lendager Group, Vandkunsten, Rural Studio and Rotor, who all
have specialized in their own ways of
reclaiming materials and urban mining.
Some projects by them were also examined in the previous chapters. As far as I
know, there are no Finnish architecture
studios who specialize on reclamation.
There are some organizations that focus
on selling reclaimed building materials,
such as Domus Classica/Metsänkylän
navetta, a hardware store of old building
parts that doubles as an alpaca farm, near
Hämeenlinna.
A big issue of reclamation is the matter
of demand not meeting supply needs.
Often there is a surplus of materials that
do not have a destination or use, and just
as often the desired components are not
readily available when they are needed. It
is difficult to predict what materials will be
available when the building is finally constructed, already at the early design stages.
Superuse Studios noticed this problem and
created a program of harvest mapping (figure 79), where they attempt to bridge this
gap between the often-mismatched supply and demand of reclaimed materials.
In harvestmap.org, operators in The Netherlands can announce and claim available
materials form demolition sites and other
sources. (Gorgolewski, 2018) A similar service (materiaalitori.fi) has been launched in
Finland by the Ministry of Environment. To
further make the practice more mainstream
would require a shift in the infrastructure, to
facilitate the storage of materials in a larger
scale, or a system that removes the need to
storage materials altogether.
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FIGURE 79 ↑
Harvest map (harvestmap.org) of Villa Welpeloo, Gorgolewski (2018). It shows that 70%
of the materials used in the construction are
reclaimed and they are all gathered within 15
kilometers from the construction site to make
sure that the carbon footprint of transportation
is as small as possible.
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6.3.3

Society and responsibility

In the current society it is difficult to do the
right thing. Once a studio signals that they
are trying to do the right thing, everything
they do will become available for criticism.
If they say they are going to be sustainable
and use reclaimed materials, for example,
then they are under a lot more scrutiny to
actually also accomplish and prove it. Even
I noticed it myself when I was reviewing
Lendager Group’s projects. I went through
their claims about their sustainability and
results of reduced CO2 emissions very
critically, simply because they manifested
them themselves. Whereas with projects
that do not necessarily have sustainability
and ecology at their core, it is easy to completely ignore these facts and just focus on
the other aspects of the project. Of course,
sustainability should be so interwoven into
the design that we don’t need to talk about
it or emphasize it, but we are definitely
not there yet. That is why we should hold
everyone equally responsible for showing
the statistics of their sustainability in order
to facilitate fair and justifiable comparisons.
We should require further openness from
the pioneers as well, to not only showcase
the victories and successes, but also to signal the hardships and failures for the others
to learn from and to truly demonstrate and
acknowledge the challenges the practice of
reclaiming still has.

So far it is too early to tell if the current
surge of sustainability and use of reclaimed
materials in fashion is here to stay or if it will
pass, like some other pressing social issues,
and previous iterations of craft. In the era of
social media, the fashion industry has been
quick to react to different social issues such
as racial inequality, body positivity, #metoo
and treatment of the models, Pride-clothing and the climate change to name a few.
After addressing the issue for that season,
the next season they might go back to their
old ways, while maybe bringing up another
“hot” issue. The more skeptical of us see
them only as marketing ploys and a way
to seem responsible, while actually taking
the least amount of responsibility possible
to not get boycotted, in order to keep producing and selling more clothes.
The building industry is not any less innocent when it comes to buzzwords and seeming responsibility. Greenwashing, which is a
term for superficial environmentalism that
only aims to seem more sustainable and
ecological without actually achieving it,
is well and alive in architecture. It is easy
to sprinkle some trees on your communal
rooftop terrace in the visualization to add
some green in the image and market your
project as sustainable, even if it is not sustainable in reality.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION
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The designer Nicole McLaughlin (Pitcher, 2019) points out that “people may think that working for a corporation is a conflict of interest
for someone who preaches sustainability – – but actually people
with these mindsets are supposed to be in these types of places to
try to help change things”. I agree with her. As architects we are in a
position, where we can quite tangibly affect the lives, surroundings
and ecological habits of masses of people through our work and the
simple design decisions we make, such as using reclaiming materials.
Instead of greenwashing and using materials with fake patina, we
should use reclaimed materials to protect the remaining, diminishing resources on this planet. There are already enough materials in
the current building stock to reclaim for further use. They often go
severely underappreciated, even if they have history, memories and
value attached to them. Using reclaimed materials requires a different
kind of design thinking, to consider all the challenges that come from
unstandardized materials. It is our role and responsibility as architects to now lead this movement with enlightened, well researched
and justifiable decisions that can further guide people to make even
better decisions.
Architecture getting inspiration and ideas about environmentalism
from fashion can seem like it is the lost leading the clueless, but
when it comes to reclaiming materials, a lot can be learnt, and many
practices can be creatively adapted from fashion to architecture. The
same applies to learning from existing projects, that have successfully
used existing buildings as a starting point or used reclaimed building parts to complete the project. As more and more buildings are
constructed and reconstructed with reclaimed materials and their
disassembly in mind, this practice should just become more known,
more researched and more beneficial. Everything eventually becomes
reclaimed materials and hopefully, we can, if not completely, at least
almost close the circle of material flows.
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PROJECT, LOCATION,
FUNCTION,

YEAR OF COMPLETION,

WHAT RECLAIMED

HOW ARE THE
RECLAIMED MATERIALS

ARCHITECTS

MATERIALS WERE USED?

USED?

Astley Castle
North Warwickshire,
United Kingdom
Residential
2012
Witherford, Watson,
Mann

The ruins of a Medieval
castle

The ruins are used
as a basis for a new
structure. The new
structure is built among
the ruins, leaving some
parts of them as they
were.

Castelgrande
Bellinzona, Switzerland
Castle/museum
1981
Aurelio Galfetti

An old castle that is
a UNESCO World
Heritage Site

The new structures
are built among the
ruins and the natural
formations.

Cristalleries Planell
Civic Center Barcelona,
Spain
Civic center
2016
H Arquitectes

The protected wall
fragments of the former
glass factory

The new walls are
built behind the ruins,
leaving the ruins
superficial relief-like in
the façade.

Dovecote Studio
Suffolk, United
Kingdom Residential
2009
Haworth Tompkins

Ruins of a Victorian
dovecote

The new structure is
completed and lifted
to be placed inside the
ruins as its own entity.

Granby
Liverpool, United
Kingdom Recreational,
garden 2019
Assemble

Derelict Victorian
terrace houses

The winter garden
is built in the space
created within the
terrace houses, due to
their floors collapsing.

RUINS

Landmark Trust

Giulio Ghiraldi

Adrià Goula

Philip Vile

Assemble
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YEAR OF COMPLETION,

ARCHITECTS

WHAT RECLAIMED

HOW ARE THE
RECLAIMED MATERIALS

MATERIALS WERE USED?

USED?

RUINS
Kolumba Museum
Cologne, Germany
Museum
2007
Peter Zumthor

Ruins of a late-Gothic
castle, a modernist
chapel

The new building is
built on top of the ruins,
using them as a base,
engulfing them.

Matrera Castle
Cádiz, Spain Monument
2016
Carquero Arquitectura

A partly collapsed
Medieval castle

The ruins are
‘completed’ with a
distinctive modern
addition, instead of
trying to replicate them.

PC Caritas
Melle, Belgium
Psychiatic Center/
public space 2016
Architecten de Vylder
Vinck Taillieu

The ruins of an old
psychiatric clinic
building

The ruins are
repurposed as a
public space for the
customers and visitors
of psychiatric center as
well as for the general
public

Roduit House
Chamoson, Switzerland
Residential
2005
Savioz Fabrizzi
Architectes

A rural house, originally
from 1814

The existing structures
are finished up with
a distinctive concrete
addition.

Schreber
Aachen, Germany
Residential
2011
Amunt Architekten
Martenson und Nagel
Theissen

1920’s estate house

The existing house
is extended with a
protrusion of distinctive
new material and new
shapes.

Rasmus Hjortshøj

Carlos Quevedo Rojas

Filip Dujardin

Thomas Jantscher

Assemble
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RECLAIMED MATERIALS

ARCHITECTS

MATERIALS WERE USED?
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Aquartis
Amsterdam, The
Netherlands Apartment
building
2001
DOK Architecten

The supporting wall of
a former coal storage
unit

The wall is used as
the façade of the first
floor of the building, it
is unclear whether it is
used structurally or just
as a façade surface.

Bunker 599
Amsterdam, The
Netherlands
Recreational/historical
monument 2010
Atelier de Lyon, RAAAF

A bunker that was part
of the 700 bunkers
forming the New Dutch
Waterline military
defense line that was in
use from 1815 to 1940

A path is cut across
the bunker to reveal its
minuscule interior

Caixaforum Madrid,
Spain Arts center 2008
Herzog & de Meuron

Classified walls of a
1899 power station

A part of the wall is
removed at the bottom
to create a plaza and
the existing wall is
extended upwards with
another structure.

Casa C
Reckingen-Gluringen,
Switzerland Residential,
house
2012
Camponovo
Baumgartner
Architekten

A 100-year-old
settlement

The new structure is
built among and inside
the old structure,
leaving a space in
between the new and
old façade.

Casa Sabugo
Sabugo de Otur, Spain
Residential
2013
Tagarro-De Miguel
Arquitectos

An old rural house

The ruins are used as a
structure, but some of
them are demolished to
open up the building.

EXCAVATION

Arjen Schmitz

RAAAF

Duccio Malagamba

José Hevia

Marián García Mesa
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RECLAIMED MATERIALS

MATERIALS WERE USED?
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Elbphilharmonie
Hamburg, Germany
Concert venue, culture
2016
Herzog & de Meuron

A 1960’s cocoa bean
warehouse

The interior of the
existing warehouse is
removed, only the walls
remain and they give
the shape for the whole
footprint of the building
and extension.

Zeitz MOCAA
Cape Town, South
Africa Museum of
contemporary art 2017
Heatherwick Studio

A grain silo complex
from the 1920’s

The grain silos are
excavated to make the
central atrium space of
the museum.

Casa Mosogno
Ticino, Switzerland
Residential, summer
house 2018
Buchner Bründler
Architekten

A derelict stone house

The derelict stone
house is transformed
into a summer
house with careful
interventions.

Castelvecchio Verona,
Italy Museum 1965
Carlo Scarpa

Parts of a 12th century
castle

The existing structures
are carefully evaluated
and additions, as well
as subtractions are
made accordingly.

Cremer Museum
Enschede, The
Netherlands Art
museum
2011
SeARCH

An industrial storage
building from 1896,
that was damaged in
a firework disaster in
2000

The industrial storage
building is transformed
into an art museum
with inserts of glass to
the façade and other
actions.

Till Niermann

Iwan Baan

ADDITION & SUBTRACTION

Georg Aerni

Museo di Castelvecchio

Klaas Vermaasv
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Anno Museum Hamar,
Norway Regional
museum 1971
Sverre Fehn

An old barn (and
ruins of a Medieval
cathedral)

The ruins of a Medieval
cathedral are covered
with a glass structure to
protect them and an old
barn is reclaimed to be
used as a museum.

Koldinghus
Kolding, Denmark
Castle, museum
1991
Inger and Johannes
Exner

Ruins of a 13th century
castle

The ruins are
completed as a historic
monument, while
trying to disturb the
ruined parts as little as
possible.

Neues Museum Berlin,
Germany Museum
2009
David Chipperfield
Architects

A museum building
severely damaged in
World War II

The museum building is
restored and repaired
according to the old
volume, but with new
additions.

Sala Beckett Barcelona,
Spain Performing arts
center 2014
Flores & Prats

A former social club

The existing is carefully
complimented with new
additions, to keep the
memories of the place
while changing the
functionality.

Twiggy
Ghent, Belgium
Commercial, retail
2012
Architecten de Vylder
Vinck Taillieu

A town house

The town house is
transformed into a
retail space by adding a
staircase and removing
a floor, leaving the
visible wall fixings and
fireplaces as relief-like
wall texture.

ADDITION & SUBTRACTION

Paul Maneen

S. Juhl

archdaily

Adrià Goula

Architectural Review
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ELEMENTS
Casa Barrios Bajos
Valdivia, Chile
Residential
2014
Pablo Ojeda

Reclaimed metal sheets

The reclaimed metal
sheets are used as the
façade.

EUROPA-building
Brussels, Belgium
Administration, offices,
EU 2016
Samyn and Partners

Old windows

The old windows are
used to create an outer
skin for the double skin
façade.

Klostergarten Lehel
Munich, Germany
Apartment building
2009
Hild und K Architekten

Old arched windows

The old windows are
incorporated in the
façade in a spolia-like
way.

Kringloop Zuid
Maastricht, The
Netherlands Recycling
center
2008
Superuse Studios

Metal sheets and
windows

Metal sheets and old
windows are used to
create the façade

Collage House Mumbai,
India Residential 2016
S+PS Architects

Old doors and windows

The old doors and
windows are used in the
façade of the building,
some of them are kept
functioning.

Felipe Fontecilla

Quentin Olbrechts

Michael Heinrich

Superuse Studios

S+PS Architects
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Summer house in
Nannberga Nannberga,
Sweden Summer house
2011
General Architecture

The structure of an old
granary

The structure of an old
granary is taken apart
and transferred to the
building site where it is
rebuilt to be a base for
a summer house.

Open Air Library
Madgeburg, Germany
Library
2009
KARO Architecten

Façade elements from a
demolished warehouse

The reclaimed pieces
are further used as
façade elements.

Plattenpalast Berlin,
Germany Art gallery
2005
Wiewiorra hopp
Architekten

Concrete elements
from a typical WBS 70
building, glass elements
from Palace of the
Republic

Concrete elements as
walls, glass elements as
windows

Avery organic vegetable
stand Newbern, United
States Vegetable stand
2003
Rural Studio

Pieces of license plates,
road signs, metal from
an old trailer

The reclaimed materials
are used to construct
the screen walls of the
vegetable stand.

Resource Rows
Copenhagen, Denmark
Apartment building
2019
Lendager Group

Sections of brick walls

The brick wall sections
are used as wall
elements for the new
building.

Mikael Olsson

Anja Schlamann

Thorsten Klapsch

COLLAGE

Rural Studio

Mikkel Strange
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PARTICLES
Acropolis pathway
Athens, Greece
Landscaping 1957
Dimitris Pikionis

Reclaimed stones,
bricks, clay tiles

The reclaimed materials
were used to create the
pathway.

China Academy of Arts
Hangzhou, China
folk art museum
2015
Kengo Kuma &
Associates

Old roof tiles from local
houses

The old roof tiles were
suspended by stainless
steel wires in the façade
to filter the amount of
sunlight.

Erimtan Archaeology
and Arts Museum
Ankara, Turkey
Museum
2015
Ayşen Savaş with Can
Aker and Onur Yüncü

Stones of three
demolished historical
18th century houses

The stones are used to
construct the walls of
a new building in the
spirit of spolia

Kaap Skil Museum
Oudeschild, The
Netherlands Maritime
museum
2011
Mecanoo

Hardwood sheet-piling
from the North Holland
Canal

The reclaimed wood is
used in the façade.

Ningbo Museum
Ningbo, China Historic
museum 2008
Wang Shu

Old bricks, stones and
tiles from local houses

The bricks, stones
and tiles were used
to create the façade
texture with wapan
technique.

Maria Yuste

Eiichi Kano

Erimtan Museum

Thijs Wolzak

Iwan Baan
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Ravensburg Art
Museum Ravensburg,
Germany Art museum
2013
Arch LRO

Bricks from a
demolished monastery

The reclaimed bricks
were used in the
construction of the new
building.

St. Anna Church Düren,
Germany Church
1956
Rudolf Schwarz

The rubble of the
previous St. Anna
Church, destroyed in
World War II

The rubble and bricks
are used to create the
facades. There are no
other similarities to
the previous church,
the new one is its own
architectural entity.

Villa Welpeloo
Enschede, The
Netherlands Residence
2009
Superuse Studios

Wooden slats from
broken cable reels,
textile factory
machinery

The wooden slats are
organized into fields in
the façade. The textile
factory machinery
forms the whole
loadbearing structure
of the building.

Lucy’s house
Mason’s Bend, United
States Residential
2002
Rural Studio

Carpet tiles

The carpet tiles were
stacked to create the
outer walls, they were
stabilized with steel
rods and a wooden
ring-beam.

Pocono Environmental
Education Center
Poconos, United States
Education center
2005
Bohlin Cywinski
Jackson

Tires

The tires are attached
in rows to form the
outer part of the
façade.

Arch LRO

Moritz Bernoully

Erik van Stekelenburg

BORROWING

Timothy Hursley

Nic Lehoux
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Silindokuhle creche
Cape Town, South
Africa Creche,
community center 2017
Kevin Kimwelle

WHAT RECLAIMED

HOW ARE THE
RECLAIMED MATERIALS

MATERIALS WERE USED?

Wine bottles, wooden
pallets, skateboards,
plastic sheets

USED?

The glass bottles are
used for the façade
to let in light and the
protruding necks are
utilized in the interior as
hooks to hang clothes
from.

Gorka Biurrun
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ApPENDIX B
Directory of
RE:fashion
designers
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BRAND

YEAR THE
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BRAND WAS

MATERIALS ARE USED

ESTABLISHED

METHOD(S)

AND HOW?

USED

3R Europe

2019

Vintage/secondhand
pieces

Collage

A HUG

2016

Discarded vintage/
secondhand clothes

Collage,
vestiges,
transition,
elements

Actually
Existing

2016

Accessories and
footwear made with
reclaimed elements
such as woven cane,
industrial webbing and
wire egg basket (the
photo).

Borrowing

Ahluwalia
Studio

2018

Secondhand and
deadstock clothes
discarded by the
fashion industry

Collage

Alexa Stark

2013

Vintage/secondhand
clothes, denim and
shirts with many
techniques, including
collage and particles

Collage,
elements,
particles,
vestiges

@3r_europe (instagram)

Alba Muñoz

Actually Existing

Ahluwalia Studio

Alexa Stark
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Andrea Crews

2007

Vintage/secondhand
pieces

Collage,
transition,
elements

Bethany
Williams

2016

Vintage/secondhand
fabrics and pieces,
other materials

Borrowing,
collage,
particles

Better World
Fashion

—

Recycled leather
jackets

Collage

BODE

2018

Secondhand fabrics
and lace quilted,
mended and
appliquéd

Collage,
borrowing

Bumagn

2018

Leftover fabrics of the
fashion industry

Particles,
transition,
collage

Louise Reinke

Bethany Williams

Better World Fashion

BODE

Pasarella photography
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Caroline Hu

2017

Scraps of fabric,
leftovers of the fashion
industry

Particles

Chloe Baines

2019

Parts of old tents left
at festivals

Borrowing

Dry Clean Only

2007

Vintage/secondhand
clothes and fabrics

Shelling,
shapeshifting,
vestiges,
transition,
collage

Eckhaus Latta

2011

Secondhand and
deadstock clothes
discarded by the
fashion industry

Vestiges,
shapeshifting,
transition,
elements,
collage

Freitag

1993

Truck canvas/tarp,
seatbelts, bicycle
inner tubes

Borrowing

Caroline Hu

Dezeen.com

Dry Clean Only

Marcus Tondo

Freitag
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Gakuro

2017

Old sportswear, denim
and other vintage/
secondhand clothing

Collage

GmbH

2016

Motorcycle gear
leather, winter coats
from Helly Hansen

Collage,
elements

Greg Lauren

2011

Blankets, army surplus
clothes, second-hand
clothing

Transition,
elements,
borrowing

Helen Kirkum

2017

Discarded sneakers

Elements,
particles

Hermès Petit H

—

Leftovers from Hermès

Shelling,
vestiges,
collage,
transition

Yang Jaemin

Marcus Tondo

Greg Lauren

Helen Kirkum

Hermès Petit H
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Heron Preston

2016

Parachutes, uniforms
and donated clothes

Borrowing,
collage,
vestiges

Jussara Lee

2002

Donated fabric,
secondhand clothing

Particles,
collage,
elements

Laugh by
Lafaille

2015

Secondhand/vintage
clothing

Shapeshifting,
Vestiges,
transition,
elements,
collage

Maharishi

1994

Military clothing and
other surplus

Collage,
borrowing

Marine Serre

2017

Bedsheets, scarves,
knitwear, secondhand
clothing

Borrowing,
collage,
shapeshifting,
elements

Heron Preston

Jussara Lee

Laugh by Lafaille

Maharishi

Marine Serre
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Matthew
Needham

2018

Deadstock of the
fashion industry

Borrowing,
elements,
particles,
collage

Milka
Seppänen

2019

Secondhand/recycled
clothing

Particles,
elements

Nicole
McLaughlin

2018

Beanies, caps, balls,
tags, bags...

Borrowing,
collage,
elements

Phoebe English

2011

Deadstock fabrics

Collage,
particles

Raeburn

2010

Military materials,
utilitarian clothing,
parachutes

Borrowing

Desiree Cremona

Guillaume Rojas

Nicole McLaughlin

Phoebe English

Raeburn
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RE;CODE

2012

Recycled clothing,
deadstock fabrics,
military clothing

Transition,
vestiges,
collage

Reet Aus

2006

Deadstock fabrics and
clothing

Collage

Ronald van der
Kemp

2014

Leftovers of the
fashion industry, other
existing materials

Collage,
elements

Surgery

—

Secondhand/vintage
clothing

Shapeshifting,
shelling,
vestiges,
collage

TAUKO

2008

Recycled fabrics
from hotels and
restaurants, bedding,
tablecloths

Borrowing

RE;CODE

Reet Aus

Ronald van der Kemp

Surgery

TAUKO
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Venus Lo

2017

Secondhand/vintage
clothing

Particles,
shelling,
elements

Vinti Andrews

2015

Secondhand/vintage
clothing

Transition,
elements,
vestiges,
shapeshifting

YAH Hong
Kong

—

Secondhand/vintage
clothing

Collage,
transition,
elements,
particles

Zero Waste
Daniel

2016

Deadstock fabrics and
scraps, secondhand/
vintage clothing

Collage,
particles

Monica Feudi

Vinti Andrews

Nicole McLaughlin

Zero Waste Daniel
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